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. (ABSTRACT)‘€ (
A test fixture for combined tension-compression cyclic testing of unidirectional composites was

designed and characterized using 606l-O aluminum specimens. The elastoplastic response of
graphite/aluminum l5° off-axis and 90° specimens under tension-compression cyclic loading was
subsequently investigated at three temperatures, -l50°F, room temperature and 250°F. The test

results showed that the tensile response was predominantly elastoplastic, whereas the compressive

response could not be characterized exclusively on the basis of the classical plasticity theory. Sec-

ondary dissipative mechanisms caused by inherent voids in the material’s microstmcture had an

apparent influence on the elastoplastic behavior in compression. At different test temperatures, the

initial yield stress in tension and compression were translated in the tension direction with increasing
temperature. This is believed to be caused by residual stresses induced inieach phase of the com-

posite. The micromechanics model proposed by Aboudi was subsequently employed to correlate

the experimental and analytical results at room temperature. A semi-inverse methodology was in-

corporated to detemiine the in-situ properties of the constituents. Comparison between the ana-

lytical and experimental results showed good agreement for monotonic tensile response. For
tension-compression cyclic loading, fairly good correlation was obtained for l5° specimens, but

poor for 90° specimens. The major cause of the discrepancy is suggested to be caused by the sec-

ondary dissipative mechanisms.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

I.1 Introduction

The study of metal matrix composite materials has received considerable attention in the past
twenty years. Metal matrix composites are high-stiffness , low·weight materials that possess certain
properties that are superior to those of polymer matrix composites. The most obvious properties
are resistance to severe environments and retention of strength at elevated temperatures. However,
due to difiiculties in manufacturing techniques and high fabrication costs, the research in the area
of metal matrix composites has been limited in the past. Recently, improved manufacturing
techniques have eliminated a number of technical problems and reduced the fabrication costs. This,
in tum, has resulted in intensive characterization of these advanced materials in the past few years.

The most common metal matrix composite is aluminum based fibrous composite. This type of
composite consists of high stiffness fibers, such as boron or graphite, and ductile aluminum matrix.
One of the apparent characteristics of the mechanical response of aluminum based composites is
the relatively low yield strength. Typically, the elastic response occupies only a limited portion of
the entire response, see Fig. 1.1. This is caused by the inherently ductile nature of the aluminum
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matrix and complicated residual stresses in individual phases after fabrication. Therefore, in order
to fully exploit the potential that metal matrix composites can offer, it is necessary to accurately
characterize the response both in the elastic and plastic ranges. Consequently, experimental and
analytical characterization of the thermomechanical response of metal matrix composites has
become an area of great activity in the composite mechanics community.

In experimental investigations, promising test methodologies for tension, compression, or shear
I

loading have been developed. Reliable test data under these types of loading conditions have also

been generated. However, this type of test data supplies only a limited amount of information in
the course of elastoplastic investigations. In order to further understand such elastoplastic response

° characteristics as the Baushinger effect, yield surface evolution, plastic strain accumulation and

influence of different loading paths, combined tension-compression cyclic loading is required. I

In analytical investigations, many approaches have been developed to predict the elastoplastic

behavior of metal matrix composites. Among those, the so-called micromechanics formulation,

which determines the overall macromechanical response of the composite from the properties and

geometries of the constituents, has played a major role. Theoretically, this approach provides a

straightforward formulation in predicting composite behavior. In reality, however, due to complex

interactions and changes in chemical and physical properties of the constituents during the

manufacturing processes, the bulk properties of the individual constituents typically employed in

various micromechanics analyses may not be representative of the in-situ properties. Thus, in order

to predict accurately the elastoplastic response of metal matrix composites, the above factors need
to be taken into account in the course of micromechanics analyses of metal matrix composites.

A review of recent experimental and analytical investigations of the elastoplastic response of

unidirectional metal matrix composites is presented in the following section.
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1.2 Literature Review

The most common metal matrix composites whose thermomechanical response has been
investigated experimentally are boron/aluminum and graphite/aluminum. Ielerakovich et al [1,2]
conducted monotonic and cyclic off-axis tension and compression tests on borsic/aluminum

composite laminates. In this investigation, yielding and strain hardening were analyzed. In 1976,

Pipes et al [3] studied the strength and acoustic emission characteristics of unidirectional
boron/alurninum laminae. Monotonic off-axis tension tests were performed on various off-axis
fiber orientations, and the acoustic emission was monitored. The obtained failure strengths were
compared with several failure criteria and acoustic response data were presented. Further studies i

were subsequently carried out by Ilerakovich et al [4-6]. In these investigations, the effects of
temper conditions and cyclic loading on the nonlinear response of boron/aluminum laminates were
analyzed using monotonic and cyclic tension and compression tests. Most recently, Becker [7]
characterized the mechanical response of unidirectional boron/aluminum composites by conducting
off-axis tension and compression tests and Iosipescu shear tests. The characteristics of mechanical
response including elastic properties, yielding and subsequent plastic (nonlinear) response were
investigated.

A relatively limited amount of experimental information is available in the open literature regarding
the elastoplastic response of graphite/aluminum composites. Pepper et al [8] studied mechanical
properties of different types of unidirectional graphite/aluminum composites under tension and
compression loading. Various specimens composed of different types of aluminum alloy matrix
were investigated. The effects of different fabrication conditions were also considered. In 1977,

Hoover [9] carried out four-point bending tests to measure tensile and fracture toughness properties
of unidirectional graphite/aluminum composites. In this work, longitudinal and transverse response
and fracture toughness were analyzed, and the test results were subsequently compared with those
of boron/aluminum composites. Pfeifer et al [10] characterized the mechanical properties of
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unidirectional Thomel T-50 graphite über/201 aluminum composites at room and elevated
temperatures in the range 300°F to 900°F. Tension and compression tests were performed on

various off—axis über orientations. Elastic properties and ultimate strengths were measured, and the

effect of test temperature was also investigated. In 1981, the same materials were studied by ‘

Tribendis [11]. The author investigated the effects of über orientation and thermal treatment on the
mechanical properties using off—axis tension and Izod impact tests. The obtained tensile strengths
were compared with Azzi·Tsai and Kelly and Davies theories [45,46]. In the above mentioned

investigations, elastic properties and ultimate strengths were emphasized, but no detailed study of
yielding and subsequent plastic response was discussed. Recently, Fujita [12] conducted off-axis

tension and Iosipescu shear tests on Thornel P100-2K graphite über/6061 aluminum unidirectional

composites at four test temperatures, -l50°F, 75°F, 250°F and 500°F. In this work, complete

in-plane elastic properties were obtained, and the effects of test temperature were also analyzed. In

addition, yielding and subsequent plastic response were presented. A similar investigation was

performed by Starbuck [13] on the same material under compressive loading.

Theoretical studies of the elastoplastic response of metal matrix composites have been performed

by numerous researchers using micromechanics analyses. Hill [14,15] pioneered the discussion of
i

the inelastic behavior of über·strengthened materials with the aid of a self-consistent scheme. In

these studies, the inelastic response was expressed in the form of instantaneous plastic moduli. In

1966, Mulhem et al [16] considered the response of a circular cylindrical elastic über coated by

elastic-plastic matrix obeying Tresca’s yield condition and associated flow rule. Analytical solutions
. for the uniform extension of the composite cylinder were given, and good qualitative agreement

with the experimental results of an aluminum-silica system was obtained. Adams [17] employed

the frnite element method to analyze inelastic response of unidirectional composite under transverse

loading. In this investigation, two types of representative arrays, rectangular and hexagonal, were

considered, and Prandtl-Reuss flow rule was utilized. The influence of local yielding and failure

on the overall response were discussed in detail. In 1972, the same numerical technique was

employed by Lin et al [18,19] to investigate the elastic-plastic response of unidirectional composites
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under longitudinal loading, and initial yield surfaces under combined longitudinal, transverse
normal and longitudinal shear loading. The finite element micromechanical formulation was also
employed by Dvorak [20,21] to investigate yielding in unidirectional composite under arbitrary
combinations of applied composite stresses and temperature changes, and by Foye [22] to study
post—yielding behavior of composite laminates. The above ünite element investigations have
demonstrated sufficiently accurate characterization of stresses in the representative volume element
to relate the influence of stress concentration and yielding in the constituents to the overall response
of the composite. However, this numerical technique is time-consuming and expensive. In order
to reduce the computational costs, a simpliüed continuum theory for axisymrnetric plastic
deformation of übrous composites was proposed by Dvorak et al [23]. In this theory, the composite
material was modeled by a single composite cylinder consisting of an elastic über and a von Mises
nonhardening matrix. The results were compared with the ünite element plasticity solution and
good agreement was demonstrated for a number of axisymmetric loading situations. However, the
theory could not be generalized in a simple manner to general (nonsymmetric) loading situations.

Recently, Aboudi [24-27] proposed a rnicromechanics model which consists of a doubly periodic
array of unidirectional rectangular übers embedded in the matrix phase. In this model, the
representative volume element consists of a single über and three matrix subcells. Using a ürst order
displacement expansion in each subcell of the representative volume, a continuum theory was
developed. In this theory, the effective overall behavior of the composite is established on the basis
of average stress-strain relations of the representative volume element. In this manner, no tedious

and high-cost computation is required, and a sufüciently accurate stress-strain response of the
composite can be obtained. In application, the determination of the response of composites can
be performed for arbitrary loading conditions. When it is incorporated with Bodner’s unified
plasticity theory [36], no yielding criterion, loading or unloading condition need to be specified.
These features of Aboudi’s theory yield an efficient and convenient model in characterizing the
elastoplastic behavior of metal matrix composites. Using this model, closed-form constitutive
equations for the prediction of the overall behavior of unidirectional über-reinforced composites
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have been developed [28]. Good agreement between prediction of this model and experimental and
numerical results has been obtained [25 , 29]

A general survey and discussion of the various micromechanics based analyses of the elastoplastic
response of composites can be found in the review paper by Pindera [30].

1.3 Objeetives and Outline of the Present Study

The present study is an extension of Fujita and Starbuck’s investigation of the elastoplastic response
of unidirectional graphite/aluminum [12,13]. The objective of this study is to examine further
material response of the graphite/aluminum system investigated by the above authors under

combined tension-compression cyclic loading conditions at different test temperatures. This
includes the investigation of the Baushinger effect, subsequent yield surface, plastic strain

accumulation and influence of different loading paths. To achieve this, a combined

tension-compression test fixture has been designed and employed to conduct cyclic tests on

unidirectional P100/6061 graphite/aluminum specimens at three different temperatures. The
experimental results generated by previous workers and the present testing program are

subsequently compared with the predictions of the rnicromechanics analysis proposed by Aboudi.

The outline of the present study is as follows. In Chapter 2, the experimental technique, which
includes the design of a combined tension-compression cyclic loading flxture, experimental

methodology and set-up of testing apparatus, is described. The test results, discussion and

comparison with the results of monotonic tension and compression tests performed by Fujita and

Starbuck are given in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 provides a brief outline of Aboudi’s rnicromechanics
model, and the correlation of analysis and experiment. The phenomena observed in the experiment
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and the comparison between analytical and experimental results are discussed in Chapter 5. In
Chapter 6, the conclusions and recommendations for further studies are given.
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Chapter 2 Experimental Methodology

2.1 Introduction

The objective of the present test program is to conduct combined tension-compression cyclic
loading tests on an unidirectional metal matrix composite. In order to perform these tests, a special
combined tension-compression cyclic loading fixture was designed and characterized using 6061-O
aluminum specimens. The metal matrix composite investigated in the present study is
unidirectional P100/6061 Graphite/Aluminum composite which is composed of Thomel P100-2K
high strength graphite fibers and 6061 aluminum matrix. For investigating the elastoplastic
response of this material, two specimen configurations, 15° off-axis and 90° fiber orientations (see
Fig. 2.1), have been selected based on the results obtained

byl
Fujita and Starbuck. These

configurations have been chosen because of their significant nonlinear response. Two opposite
loading cycles, tension·compression-tension and compression-tension·compression, have been
applied to each specimen configuration to investigate the influence of loading path. In order to
exarnine the effects of temperature on the mechanical response, these tests have been canied out
at the three different temperatures, -150°F, room temperature and 250°F. The test matrix for this
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investigation is outlined in Table 2.1. Detailed description of the test program is presented in the

following sections.

Table 2.1 Test Matrix (Unidirectional Gr/A1 Composites)

Testing Fiber Type of Loading
Temperature Orientation (# of Specimens)

Cycle A* Cycle B**

l5° 2 1
Low(-150° F)

90° 2 2

l5° 2 2
Room

90° 2 2

l5° 2 2
Elevated(250° F)

90° 2 2

"‘ Cycle A: Tension · Compression - Tension
** Cycle B: Compression - Tension - Compression

In Section 2.2, the design of the combined loading fixture is outlined, and the set-up of the fixture

is subsequently described. The characterization of the fixture is discussed in Section 2.3. In Section

2.4, material system, specimen preparation and instrumentation are described. In Section 2.5, test

procedure, experimental apparatus and data acquisition are presented. The set-up for elevated and

low temperature tests is given in Section 2.6. Finally, the analysis of the end-constraint effects in

testing off-axis coupons is discussed in the closing section.
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2.2 Design of the Tension-Compression Fixture

Promising test fixtures for investigating the elastoplastic response of unidirectional composites
under tension, compression, and shear loading have recently been developed. Among those,
Pindera’s tension fixture, which allows a tensile coupon to rotate to reduce end·constraint effects
has shown good results for longitudinal, transverse and off-axis loading conditions [31]. Gurdal’s
compression fixture, which gives sufficient side support to prevent a thin specimen from buckling
has yielded prornising results as well [32]. However, no suitable fixture design is available for
investigating the nonlinear response of unidirectional composites under combined
tension-compression cyclic loading. For such loading situations, a special combined
tension-compression loading fixture has been designed in the course of the present study by
incorporating the various features of the above two fixtures. The requirements for combined
tension and compression loading situations make the design of the fixture fairly complicated.

The fixture is composed of the following components : grips, tension bolts, side support plates,
wedges, guide rods and housing blocks. The grips (Fig. 2.2a), which have center holes and side slots
to locate tension bolts and side support plates, hold the specimen in place. The tension bolts (Fig.
2.2b) slide into the center holes of the grips to transmit the load to the specimen in tension loading
and align the grips in the fixture. To prevent the specimen from buckling in compression loading,
the side support plates (Fig. 2.2c) are located in the side slots of the grips to give continuous side
support to the specimen. They are brought into contact with the specimen by small screws shown
in Fig. 2.2d. In order to support compression loading, the wedges (Fig. 2.2e) are pushed into the
bottom and the top gaps between the grips a.nd the housing blocks, and are fixed in position by two
bolts (Fig. 2.2f). The contact surfaces of the wedges and grips are tapered to elirninate play between
the wedges, grips and housing blocks. Four guide rods with four linear bearings shown in the
assembly picture (Fig. 2.3) are employed to assure the alignment of the loading. All components
described above are positioned in the housing blocks. Fig. 2.3 shows the assembly of the lixture.
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A bidirectional joint is used to transmit the load from the testing machine to the fixture, both in

tension and compression., The joint consists of two pins perpendicular to each other, located at

each end of the loading rod, and two sets of locking screw nuts. The pins can be adjusted to

eliminate possible misalignment of the center lines of the crosshead and the bottom support plate ·

of the testing machine during set-up procedure. The locking screw nuts are employed to elirninate

play between the joint while in reversal loading. Detailed set-up procedure of the fixture and the

specimen is described below.

Due to the complicated structure of the fixture, the following set-up procedure is required to align

the specimen and avoid preloading the specimen.

1. The alignment of the top and bottom housing blocks is ensured by adjusting the bidirectional

joint and then tightening the locking screw nuts. To check the alignment, the crosshead is

moved up and down with guide rods inside the linear bearings. It is important to make sure

that no more than zi: 5 lbs of load is induced by the binding of the guide rods and linear

bearings due to misalignment. If the induced load is more than zi: 5 lbs, the joint screw nuts

must be loosened and the top and bottom housing blocks be realigned.

2. The specimen is subsequently installed in the grips and the side support plates are placed in

the slots of the grips withithe aid of an installation frame. This installation frame prevents the

specimen from being twisted while it is tightened and ensures the alignment of the specimen

. in the grips.

3. The grips with the specimen and side support plates in place are inserted into the top housing

block, and the tension bolts in the top housing block are screwed into the center holes of the

grips. To align the grips in the fixture, the grips are pushed by the tension bolts all the way

against the inner wall of the housing block. The top wedge is then pushed into the gap between

the grip and the housing block.
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4. The crosshead is moved downward until the bottom grip is at the correct location where the

centers of the tension bolts and the center holes of the bottom grip are aligned. The tension

bolts in the bottom housing block are then screwed into the center holes of the bottom grip.

The crosshead is moved upward until the tension bolts and the center holes of the grip are in

perfect contact. This induces tension in the specimen. By monitoring the load cell channel,

the tension load can be minimized.

5. The bottom wedge is pushed into the gap between the bottom grip and the bottom housing

block. This procedure induces compression in the specimen. By monitoring the load cell

channel, the crosshead is moved upward in order to zero the load on the specimen. Because

no more than 5 lbs of load should be applied to the specimen in tension or compression in

the course of moving the crosshead or adjusting the bottom wedge, the above procedure needs

to be repeated several times until the bottom wedge is frmily inserted.

2.3 Characterization of the Fixture

As a first step, the combined tension-compression fixture was characterized using 6061-O

aluminum specimens, which are isotropic and relatively soft. Three different loading tests, namely

monotonic tension, monotonic compression and combined tension-compression cyclic loading,

were carried out for this procedure. The specimens were I" wide and 4" long with l.75" gage length.

For monotonic tension and monotonic compression tests the specimen thickness was 0.04” , and

for combined tension-compression cyclic test the specimen thickness was 0.08". A 45° rectangular

rosette and uniaxial gage were mounted in a back-to-back fashion at the center of the specimen to

measure in-plane strains (detailed experimental methodology and testing apparatus will be described
in Section 2.4). The test results are presented and discussed below.
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Due to the critical problem of buckling in testing specimens with high aspect ratio in compression,
the ability of the fixture to prevent the specimen from buckling was characterized first. Monotonic
compression tests were carried out on initially flat specirnens, and the resulting stress-strain curves
are illustrated in Fig. 2.4. In this figure, the solid curve represents data recorded by the front gage
and the dashed curve represents data recorded by the back gage. lt is observed that the strain
readings from the front and back gages are quite close up to -1% strain. Apparently, the bending
effects in compression loading are within an acceptable range up to -1% strain. Therefore it is
concluded that the side support plates, which give continuous side support to the specimen,
successfully prevent the relatively soft aluminum specimen from buckling.

The results of monotonic compression tests canied out with the combined tension-compression
fixture are compared with those obtained using Gurdal's compression fixture in the lower portion
of Fig. 2.5. The geometry of the specimen tested in the compression fixture was l" x l.5" x 0.04"
which is very similar to the specimen geometry used in the combined tension-compression fixture.
It is seen that up to -1% strain, the stress-strain curves obtained with the two fixtures are essentially
identical. The differences observed at higher strain levels could be caused by bending effects and
initial curvature of the specimens.

To characterize the performance of the fixture in tension, the results of monotonic tension tests are
compared with the results obtained using Pindera’s tensile fixture. The geometry of the specimen
tested in the tensile fixture was 0.5" x 6" x 0.04", which gives an aspect ratio of 12. The comparison
of the resulting stress-strain curves is plotted in the upper portion of Fig.2.5. It is evident that two
curves are initially identical with a slight difference observed in the nonlinear response. This
difference could be due to friction induced by side support plates and end constraint effects in the
short specimen tested in the combined tension-compression fixture (the end constraint effects will
be discussed in Section 2.7). From these comparisons, it is concluded that the combined
tension-compression fixture performs well both in monotonic tension and monotonic compression
loading of an isotropic material, and the results are reliable.
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To characterize the performance of the fixture in combined tension-compression cyclic loading, a
l" x l.75" x 0.08" specimen was tested. The resulting stress-strain curve is presented in Fig. 2.6.
It is seen in the figure that at unloading points, the curve has sharp comers and there are no kinks
when the stress changes sign. Moreover, the linear portions of the resulting stress-strain curve are ·
parallel to each other. Therefore, it is certified that the fixture can carry out the desired combined
tension·compression cyclic loading without any difliculties at crucial unloading and reversal loading
conditions.

On the basis of the outlined design and subsequent characterization of the developed
tension-compression fixture, the following features of the fixture can be summarized:

1. The side supports give sufficient support to the specimen and appear to induce little friction.

2. Simple specimen geometry is employed; no tabbing of the specimen is required. This makes
specimen preparation relatively easy.

3. Specimens of variable thickness and length can be accomrnodated by the fixture.

4. The applied load is aligned with the specimen by guide rods and linear bearings, both in
tension and compression.

5. The results of the characterization tests illustrate the working capability of the fixture under
combined tension-compression cyclic loading conditions.

These attractive features make the fixture practical in testing. However, care and some practice are
needed during the set-up procedure due to the complex structure of the fixture. One shortcoming
of the fixture is that the most attractive feature of Pindera’s tensile fixture, specimen rotation, is

inevitably sacrificed. This shortcoming requires a combined analytical-experimental methodology
in interpreting test data obtained from highly anisotropic off-axis specimens with small aspect ratio
due to the end-constraint effects [35].
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2.4 Material System, Specimen Preparation and

Instrumentation

The material tested in this program is unidirectional P100/6061 graphite/aluminum composite
which is composed of Thomel Pl00—2K high strength graphite libers and 6061 aluminum matrix.
The material was fabricated in panel form by liquid phase vacuum hot pressing method. The
unidirectional composite panel consists of two layers of precursor wire, composed of Pl00—2K
graphite libers and 6061 alurninum, which are sandwiched between two 6061 aluminum sheets.
The average liber volume fraction of the panel was 47%. General description of the manufacturing
process of the material was given by Fujita in reference [12].

As a lirst step in characterizing the material, the microstmcture of the composite was examined
using a metallographic microscope. A sample specimen was cut from a selected panel, polished
by AIZOB powder up to 0.05 n and subsequently examined. The micrograph of the microstructure
of the material in transverse section (perpendicular to liber orientation) at 65 times magnilication
is shown in Fig. 2.7 (a). It is seen that very poor bonding exists at adjacent precursor wire interfaces
and precursor-aluminum sheet interfaces. At the outer surface of the specimen, there are periodic
indentations along the edge where two precursor wires are adjacent. The average spacing between
two adjacent indentations is about 0.02 in.

The hardness of the aluminum phase within the precursor wire and along the edge was determined
by Vicker’s microhardness test. The results indicated that the Vicker’s hardness value for the
aluminum phase was about 53, with fairly close values obtained in both areas.

The microstructure of the material in the area of two adjacent precursor wires at a higher
magnilication is shown in Fig. 2.7 (b). It is observed that there are no visible defects at the
interfaces of individual graphite libers and aluminum matrix, and the libers are uniformly distributed
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within the precursor wire. Voids and poor bonding at the interfaces of adjacent precursor wires are
more clearly illustrated in this figure.

Since the present investigation is primarily concemed with the nonlinear response of the
unidirectional graphite/aluminum composite, two specimen configurations, l5° off-axis and 90°
fiber orientation, were selected due to their significant nonlinear response.

The geometry of the specimens was chosen to be l" x 4" x 0.04" with l.75" gage length. The chosen
gage length is the same as the gage length of the 6061-O aluminum specirnens for which no
apparent global buckling was observed in the strain range of interest. The thickness of the specimen
was dictated by the thickness of the provided panel (nominal thickness).

The specimens were cut by a band-saw from l2" x l2" x 0.04" unidirectional Gr/Al panels supplied
by DWA Composite Specialties, Inc., and ground to the desired dirnensions. Table 2.2 outlines the
specirnens used in this program. A five character alphanumeric number was used to designate the
specirnens, where

C --- combined cyclic loading
l5(90) --- liber orientations with respect to the loading axis.
LT(RT)(HT) --- testing temperature, LT: low temperature (-l50°F)

RT: room temperature
HT: high temperature (250°F)

A(B) --· loading path, A: tension-compression-tension g
B: compression·tension·compression

l(2) Test number.
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Table 2.2 Gr/A1 Specimens Used in the Testing Program

Specimen Panel Mid Cross- Average Cross-
Designation No. Sectional Sectional ‘

No. Area(ir12) Area(in2)

C15LTA1 G-5754 0.0407 0.0409
Cl5LTA2 G-5754 0.0399 0.0401
C15LTB1 G-5754 0.0386 0.0396
C90LTAl G-5755 0.0412 0.0418
C90LTA2 G-5755 0.0402 0.0406
C90LTB1 G-5755 0.0402 0.0398
C90LTB2 G-5755 0.,0401 0.0407

CISRTAI G—5872 0.0439 0.0444
Cl5RTA2 G-5872 0.0441 0.0447
C15RTBl G-5872 0.0435 0.0442
C15RTB2 G-5872 0.0433 0.0445
C90RTA1 G-5883 0.0430 0.0437
C90RTA2 G-5883 0.0440 0.0437
C90RTBl G·5883 0.0430 0.0433”
C90RTB2 G-5755 0.0401 0.0407

C15HTAl G-5756 0.0398 0.0406
C15HTA2 G-5756 0.0400 0.0402
CISHTBI G-5756 0.0391 0.0400
C15HTB2 G-5756 0.0407 0.0411 AC90HTA1 . G-5755 0.0407 0.0414
C90HTA2 G-5755 0.0397 0.0408
C90HTB1 G-5755 0.0397 0.0403
C90HTB2 G-5755 0.0387 0.0404

The mid cross-sectional area was measured at the middle of the specirnen where the strain gages

were mounted. The average cross-sectional area was obtained by taking the average of three
different measurements of the cross-sectional area (two measurements at the each end of the
specimen and one at the middle of the specirnen). It is seen in Table 2.2 that the cross-section of
the specimens is quite UI'11fOI“II1.
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p In order to measure in·plane strains, a Micromeasurement 45° rectangular rosette
(WA-13-060WR-120) was mounted at the center on one side of the specimen. On the back of the
specimen, a Micromeasurement uniaxial strain gage (EA·06-062AP- 120) was installed to measure
the longitudinal strain which was utilized to correct for bending effects due to initial curvature of
the specimens. Fig. 2.8 shows the specimen geometry and the locations of the strain gages mounted
on the specimen.

The strain gages were installed using Micromeasurement M-bond 200 adhesive following the
recommended procedure of Micromeasurement Instruction Bulletin B·l27-8 [41]. Because of the
high ar1isotropy of unidirectional graphite/aluminum, the accuracy of the alignment of the strain
gages mounted on the specimen becomes very important. Consequently, the misalignrnent of the
strain gages was measured under a microscope before testing. It was found that, typically, the
misalignrnent was less then l° for most specimens. The small misalignrnent was taken into account
in the course of post processing the data to obtain the actual stress-strain response.

2.5 Test Procedure, Experimental Apparatus und Data

Acquisition

In the present test program, two opposite loading paths, tension-compression—tension and
compression-tension-compression, were applied to each specimen configuration at three different
temperatures, -l50°F, room temperature, and 250°F. The reversal points for the cyclic loading tests
were chosen to be 75% of the ultimate stresses of monotonic tension and compression tests
generated by Fujita [12] and Starbuck [13]. The stress reversal points were above the initial yield
point of each specimen orientation. Each loading condition was repeated twice except for 15°
otläaxis specimen under compression-tension-compression loading at the low temperature.
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The experimental apparatus consisted of a United Testing System (UTS), Measurement Group
2120 amplifier, DATA Translation DT2805/5716 board and IBM-XT personal computer. The
set-up of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 2.9. The testing machine was fully controlled by the
IBM-XT personal computer. For the present tests, crosshead speed of :h0.005 in/min was used,
which yielded an average strain rate of i 0.003 in/in/min for the employed specimen geometry.

During the test, readings from the load cell and four strain channels were recorded at the rate of
three points per second per charme}. The longitudinal stress, cxx, was directly calculated by dividing
the applied load by the mid-point cross-sectional area of the specimen. The procedure for the
calculation of the in-plane strains, sxx, sx, and yxy , is given below.

V The four measured strains are xx, xx, xy and xx, where the superscript ’f’ denotes the strain
measurement from the rosette on the front of the specimen and ’b’ denotes the strain from the
uniaxial gage on the back of the specimen. Ideally, xx and xx should have the same values.
However, due to bending and initial curvature of the specimen, these strains are usually different.
Based on the assumption that the strains have a linear distribution through the thickness, bending
correction is employed to determine the average in-plane strain in the following fashion:

lSxx = j (ßirx + Six) (2-1)

J_ yySy}, —
2

s., =1 _( + 2 )

where B = 2( xx - xx )/( xx + xx ), is the bending correction factor.

The stresses and strains along the principal material coordinate directions are subsequently obtained
by transforming the laminate stresses and strains using the following transfomiation relations:
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611 cos28 sin28 2 cos 8 sin 8 6xx
622 = sin28 cos28 -2 cos 8 sin 8 , 0 (2.4)

1-12 - cos 8 sin 8 cos 8 sin 8 cos28 - sin28 0

,and

611 cos28 sin28 cos 8 sin 8 6,01
622 = sin28 cos28 — cos 8 sin 8 61,1, (2.5)

V12 -2 cos8sin8 2cos8sir18 cos28-sin28 yxy

where 8 is the angle rotated from x-axis to l-axis, see Fig. 2.1. The above calculations are
perforrned with the help of a computer program.

The software package "l\/lATPAC” developed by Hidde et al [33] was employed to carry out the
tests. The program performs the following functions: (1) control of the testing machine (2)
recordihg of test data, and (3) post-processing of data files, which includes correction for strain gage
misaligmnent, bending correction and stress and strain calculation based on Eqns (2.1) - (2.5) given
above.

2.6 Set-up for Elevated and Low Temperature Testing

For elevated (250°F) and low (·150°F) temperature tests, a WK-06-060WR-350 rosette and

WK·06·062AP-350 uniaxial gage were used. The M-bond 600 adhesive was employed to mount
the gages. The installation procedure was carried out according to Micromeasurement Instruction

Bulletin B-130-10 [42]. In order to eliminate thermal effects on the strain gages and the specimen
tested at elevated and low temperature, a dummy specimen with compensation gages was used [43].
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An ATS 230 controller was used to control the temperature. In order to rneasure the temperature
accurately, a thermocouple was attached to the fixture as close as possible to the specimen.
Although a better set-up is to attach the thermocouple to the specimen, this set-up usually causes
severe electronic noise problems. For all the tests, the temperature was controlled to within ;t 2°F
of the test temperature. To raise the temperature, electric heating inside the oven was used and to
lower the temperature liquid nitrogen was employed.

During the heating or cooling process, the specimen, together with every element of the fixture,
expands or contracts. This results in compression or tension loading of the specimen. To reduce
the thermally induced loads, the lBM—XT was used to automatically move the crosshead of the
machine up or down to control the thermal loading to within zb 5 lbs.

At the elevated (250°F) temperature, no binding between the specimen and the side-support plates
and no binding of the linear bearings was evident. From the stress vs. time and strain vs. time plots,
Fig. 2.10, it is apparent that the stress and strain increase simultaneously as the time progresses.
Evidently, the loading is applied directly to the specimen, indicating that the linear bearings moveW
smoothly along the guide rods without binding.

Unfortunately, binding problems occurred at the low (-l50°F) temperature. This is shown in the
stress vs. time and strain vs. time plots in Fig. 2.11. From the plots, it is apparent that the strain
remains constant while the stress increases in the initial stages of loading. Apparently, the loading
is not applied directly to the specimen initially. The binding takes place at two locations, one is
at the contact surfaces of the guide rods and linear bearings, and tl1e other is at the contact surfaces

of the specimen and the side support plates. To solve this icing problem, two steps were taken
before lowering the temperature in the oven. First, a strip of Masking tape was attached to the side

support plate to prevent the specimen and side support plates from icing up. Then, the temperature I
in the oven was raised to 100°F and maintained for half an hour before blowing in liquidnitrogento

lower the temperature. This step reduces the moisture in the oven. From the stress vs. time

andstrainvs. time plots of the test which was carried out after the above steps were taken, Fig. 2.12, l
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Figure 2. 10. Stress vs. time and strain vs. time plots at high temperature test
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it is seen that the stress and strain increase simultancously, indicating that no binding is taking place.
Consequently, the icing problem was overcome by the above outlined procedure.

2.7 End—C0nstrairzt Eßects

For characterizing the response of a given material system, a unifomr state of stress is desired in the
test section of a specimen. In the case of isotropic materials, uniform states of stress can be
obtained at a distance of one or two specimen widths from the clamped end [40]. However, in the
case of off-axis unidirectional composites, due to the additional moment and shear forces induced
by the rigid clamping, a nonuniform state of stress always exists in tl1e specimen, Fig. 2.13. The
end-constraint effects were first discussed by Pagano and Halpin [35]. Using an assumed
distribution of 1,,, and approximate boundary conditions, Pagano and Halpin developed a model
to estimate the error ir1 determining the off-axis Young’s modulus E„(9). Due to the low aspect
ratios of the specimens employed in the present study, end-constraint effects need to be carefully
analyzed. In the following, the axial stress distribution across the mid·section of the specimen where
the strain gages are mounted will be first examined using frnite element analysis. Then, the apparent
elastic constants of the tested materials will be computed. For off-axis unidirectional composites,
Pagano-Halpin model prediction will also be employed to examine the apparent elastic constants.

’ The FORTRAN code ”ANFRAC” developed at Virginia Tech was used for the frnite element
analysis [34]. This code is based on a standard displacement formulation using isoparametric
elements. It has been developed for modeling anisotropic materials. The mesh used in modeling
the tension-compression coupon is shown in Fig. 2.14. It consists of 240 elements and 525 nodes.

In order to simulate the stiffest and softest griping condition of the specimen during the test, two
types of boundary conditions were applied in the FEM analysis. The first boundary condition was
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applied as follows. At the bottom, the displacements in the x- and y- direction are fixed for 21

l nodes. At the top, the displacements in y-direction for all 21 nodes are also fixed. To model the
i applied loading, a uniform displacement in x-direction is specified for all 21 nodes at the top of the

specimen. The second boundary condition is similar to the first one except that the displacement

in the y-direction both at the top and bottom are fixed only for the mid node instead of for all 21

nodes

The input material properties are listed in Table 2.3. The data were obtained from monotonic

tensile tests using specimens with long aspect ratios. For the 6061-O aluminum specimen, it was

generated by the author, and for Gr/Al specimens, it was generated by Fujita [12]. The in-plane

shear modulus G12 of Gr/A1 was obtained from a 45° off-axis tension coupon, because it is believed

to provide a very accurate value of G12 [31].

Table 2.3 Input Data for End—Constraint Analysis

Tested E11 E22 V12 G12
Specimens (msi) (msi) (msi)

6061-O 10.0 10.0 0.33 3.14
Aluminum °

P100/6061 58.4 3.5 0.291 2.43
Gr/Al*

* Reference [12]

The lorigitudinal stress distribution across the mid-section of the specimen using the two types of

boundary conditions are illustrated in Fig. 2.15, where the stress has been normalized by the applied

longitudinal average stress. It is clearly shown that for the l5° off-axis Gr/Al specimens, the stress

distribution is highly nonuniform, whereas for the isotropic aluminum and orthotropic (90°) Gr/Al
specirnens uniform distribution is obtained.
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The apparent elastic moduli of Gr/Al specimens were also computed using the same FORTRAN
code. In order to simulate the actual test, the average stress was obtained by summing the applied
forces at the top nodes of the specirnen and dividing the resultant force by the cross sectional area
of the specimen. The strains used in the calculation of the apparent moduli are the strains at the
mid-point of the test section. The calculation was performed for l5° off-axis Gr/A1 specimens.
The results for the apparent moduli obtained from the finite element analyses using two types of
the boundary conditions are presented in Section 3.2 and correlated with the experimental results.

The end-constraint effects in the off-axis tension-compression coupon were also analyzed using the
Pagano-Halpin model [35]. Employing the results of Pagano and Haplin, Pindera and Herakovich
[31] have shown that the error in the determination of E„(6) , v„y(6) and G], can be expressed by
the following ratios if the nonuniformity in the stress field caused by the end·constraint is neglectedz

E

E 1 —= ——-§—— . (2.6)
Elrx 1 “' **13

Ä1 + ßzli
Ä! = ————§.L (2.7)
Vxy

1 + ß
S26

S12

and

G 1
_ ___ SH] COS12 3 •1 _ .

where

I S11ß = — *-‘——?— (2-9)
1 + 6(éy-ii
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and

„ = — —;————i; (2.10) 2
1 +S11

In the above, Sy are the transformed compliances in the laminate coordinate system and I and h

are the length and half—width of the specimen, respectively. Numerical results of the above

equations indicate that the deterrnination of the in-plane shear modulus G,) is aifected more

adversely by end-constraint effects than the off-axis Young’s modulus E„(6) and the Poisson’s ratio

v,,,(9) , especially for small off—axis orientations. This has significant implications with regard to the

deterrnination of the true shear stress·strain response using short specirnens in the low off-axis

range.

For the present Gr/A1 off—axis tension-compression coupon with an aspect ratio of 1.75, the values

of E;,,(0), v;,(0) and G{)(8) as a function of the fiber orientation are shown in Fig. 2.16. The values

obtained from transformation theory [44] are also included for comparison. The input material

properties, generated from tensile coupon tests, are listed in Table 2.3. Fig. 2.16 demonstrates the

adverse influence of the end-constraint effects on the elastic moduli. Comparing the apparent value

(with superscript ’*’) with true value, it is seen that E,§,,(8) is higher in the l0° - 40° off-axis range.

I The value of Gf) is higher than G,) when fiber oriention is less than 30°, and the difference is more

significant at small fiber orientation. The apparent Poisson’s ratio, v;y is also higher than vw, and

the largest ratio of vjq/vu can be as high as 4.7 at 23°. Detailed correlation with experimental results

will be presented in Section 3.2.
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Chapter 3 Experimental Results

3.1 Introduction

The experimental results are presented in the following sections. These results include: (1) the
response of tension·compression-tension cyclic tests at three test temperatures; (2) the response of

compressiorvtension-compression cyclic tests at three test temperatures; (3) the comparison of the

two opposite cyclic loading paths. ln addition, the results of monotonic tension and compression
tests generated by Fujita [12] and Starbuck [13] are reviewed and compared with the results
presented in (1) and (2), respectively. It should be mentioned that scatter in the experimental
results exists because of different source panels of the specirnens. The results presented in this
chapter are typical responses for each loading condition. The individual test results are included in
Appendix A. The results of monotonic tension and compression tests used for comparison are also
typical responses.

The elastic moduli for tension-compression cyclic loading were obtained from the initial response,

and the yield stress was determined from the linear proportional limit of the longitudinal
stress-strain curves. The values presented here are the average values obtained from monotonic and
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cyclic tests. For the convenience of comparison, the response curves at the three test temperatures
are depicted in the same figure. In order to clearly show these curves in the same figure, some of
the response curves were shifted along the horizontal (strain) axis.

3.2 Review and Discussion of Tension and Compression
Results Generated in the Previous Studies

In the previous investigations, the elastic response, initial yielding, nonlinear behavior and the
influence of test temperatures under tension and compression loading conditions have been
discussed in an independent manner, [I2] and [13]. In order to review and compare the behavior
of the specimens loaded in tension and compression, the stress-strain curves generated in the
previous studies are depicted here in the same figure. Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2 illustrate the rnonotonic
tension and compression response of l5° and 90° off-axis specimens, respectively, at three test
temperatures. It is seen that for both specimen configurations, the elastic response in tension and
in compression is not significantly different, but apparent differences in initial yielding and nonlinear
response are observed. Comparing the magnitude of tensile ar1d compressive yield stress for the l5°
specimens, it is seen that at -l50°F the ratio is about 2.3/ l 1.7, and at room temperature it is about
5.1/7.0. At 250°F, since the compressive test exhibits a stiffening phenomenon, the compressive
yield stress could not be easily obtained. For the 90° specimens, it is seen that the material response
remains almost elastic up to failure in tension, while significant nonlinear response is observed in
compression.

Generally speaking, initial yielding in tension increases with increase of the temperature, while in
compression the magnitude of yield stress decreases with increase of the temperature. For the l5°
off-axis specimens, the difference in tensile and compressive strength is not significant. It is seen
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that at -l50°F, the material has almost the same tensile and compressive strength. However, for
the 90° off-axis specimens, the material has very low tensile strength. The ratio of the tensile to
compressive strength is about l:l4 for this configuration. This phenomenon is believed to be
caused by the poor interfaces between adjacent precursor wires and the resulting inherent defects. ·

Further discussion pertaining to the influences of the poor interface is presented in Chapter 5.

Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4 illustrate the cyclic tension and compression response of l5° and 90° off-axis
specimens, respectively, at three test temperatures. Due to the lack of experimental data, the
stress-strain curves of cyclic compression at 250°F are not included. In these figures, the differences
in initial yielding and nonlinear response between tension and compression loading conditions are
more evident.

i

In the cyclic tension stress-strain curves of the l5° specimens, Fig. 3.3, it is seen that the unloading
and reloading paths are essentially parallel to the initial linear response. Plastic strain accumulation
is observed at zero load after unloading when the specirnen is loaded past the proportional limit (at
·l50°F and room temperature). The small hysteresis loop observed at ·l50°F could be caused by
energy dissipation or damage of the material rnicrostmcture. The material response under tensile
loading appears to be predominantly elastoplastic.

In the cyclic compression stress-strain curves of the l5° specimens, Fig. 3.3, it is seen that significant
hysteresis loops exist in the unloading-reloading cycle. These hysteresis loops become bigger with
increasing temperature. A linear portion of response curve can be found for the unloading as well

- as reloading path, but the slope is different from that of the initial response. Both in unloading and
reloading, apparent nonlinear response is observed after an initial linear portion. After unloading
to zero load, significant plastic strain accumulation was exhibited at ·l50°F and room temperature

with a tendency to increase with increasing temperature. Examining the entire cyclic response at

each temperature, the subsequent yield stress appears to be translated. However, due to the slope

change in unloading and reloading and the noticeable hysteresis rounding at the reversal points, the
subsequent yield point cannot be easily defined. Thus, the classical plasticity theory cannot be
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ll employed exclusively to characterize the observed material response under this loading condition.
It is evident that secondary mechanisms other than those of the plasticity theory are operative. The
secondary mechanisms might involve material damage, deformation of wire-to-wire interface

resulting in the closure of the voids, Fig. 2.7, interfacial slippage and friction or local buckling of
the individual wires.

In Fig. 3.4, it is seen that the hysteresis phenomenon observed in the response of the l5° off-axis
specimens in cyclic compression is also present in the unloading·reloading cycle of the 90°
specimens subjected to compressive loading.

It can be concluded from the above discussion that under compression loading the elastoplastic
behavior of the material is strongly influenced by secondary dissipative mechanisms. The actual
nature of these mechanisms may be very complicated, and is believed mostly to be caused by the
inherent defects of the material. On the other hand, under tension loading the influence of the
secondary mechanisms is not pronounced, and the material response appears to be predominantly

elastoplastic.

3.3 Tension—Compression- Tension Results

3.3.1 l5° Specimen

The longitudinal stress-strain curves, Poisson’s responses and axial shear stress-strain curves along

material principal directions of typical l5° off-axis specimens at the three test temperatures under
tension·compression-tension cyclic loading are presented in Fig. 3.5, Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.7,
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respectively. For comparison, the results of monotonic tension tests are also included in the same

figures (dashed lines).

3.3.1.1 Initial Elastic Response

The initial elastic moduli of tension-compression-tension and monotonic tension tests are

summarized in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 Initial Elastic Moduli of 15° Specimens
(Tension-Compression-Tension and Monotonic Tension)

Apparent Tension Monotonic
Elastic Compression Tension

Constants Tension Test*
Test

-150°F

E;;(msi) 27.3 27.1
1:;, 0.353 0.288

G[2(msi) 2.82 2.96

RT I

E;;(msi) 28.6 28.0
1:;, 0.369 0.267

G{2(msi) 3.24 2.78

250°F

E;„(msi) 27.4 26.0
1;;, 0.267 0.161

G{2(msi) 2.91 2.70

* Reference [12]
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l Comparing the elastic moduli of cyclic tests at the different temperature, it is seen that EQ, was not
significantly affected by the test temperatures. This result was also observed in the monotonic
tension tests. For vQy and GQ,, no systematic trend of the influence of the temperature is evident.
However, a slight decrease with increase of the temperature was observed in the monotonic test
results.

Comparing the elastic moduli obtained from the two types of tests, it is seen that EQ, of the cyclic
tests are slightly higher than those of the monotonic results. For vQy, the cyclic test results are
noticeably higher at all the test temperatures. The value of GQ, obtained in the cyclic test at -l50°F
is slightly lower than that of the monotonic test, but at room temperature and 250°F, higher values
of GQ, are observed in the cyclic results. Accordingly, it can be concluded that in general, the elastic

‘ moduli of the cyclic results are higher than those of the monotonic results. According to the
end-constraint effects analysis [35], this trend is quite reasonable because tension—compression
coupon has a lower aspect ratio.

The apparent elastic moduli of the l5° off-axis tension-compression coupons at room temperature
obtained from Pagano-Halpin and FEM (with two types of boundary conditions) end-constraint
analysis (see Section 2.7) are listed in Table 3.2. The values obtained from the transformation
theory are also included for reference. Comparing EQ,, it is seen that excellent agreement_was
obtained between FEM analysis with the second boundary condition and the Pagano-Halpin
model. The experimental results exhibit a slightly lower value. The FEM analysis with the fully
clamped boundary condition appears to over—estimate the end-constraint effects and predicted a
significantly higher value of EQ,.

For vQ,, the FEM analysis with the two different boundary conditions yielded the same value. The
experimental result exhibits a lower value of vQy in comparison with FEM results. A signi.ficantly
higher value of vQy was predicted by the Pagano-Halpin model. Comparing the value of GQ,, it is
seen that the FEM analysis with the second boundary condition predicted a value fairly close to the
experimental results. The difference is about 20%. Signilicantly higher values were predicted by
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the Pagano-Halpin model and the FEM analysis with the fully clarnped boundary condition. lt
appears that the Pagano-Halpin solution for vly and Gfz may be not applicable for highly
anisotropic specimens with small aspect ratios as is the case in the present investigation. .

From the above comparison, it is seen that the FEM numerical results with the second boundary
condition yield the best correlation with the experimental results. However, the experimental values
appear to be lower than the analytical results. lt is possible that the material might not appear to
be transversely isotropic when relatively small specimens are tested due to the inherent defects in
the microstructure. It will be recalled that the numerical analysis of the stress fields in the employed
specimens was carried out under the assumption of a transversely isotropic continuum model.
Another cause for the discrepancy may lie in the uncertainty associated with modelling analytically
the actual boundary conditions.

Table 3.2 Comparison of Apparent Elastic Moduli of
l5° Off-Axis Tension-Compression Coupon at Room Temperature

Apparent FEM analysis Pagano-Halpin Experimental Transformation
Elastic Model Results Theory* * *Moduli B.C. 1* B.C. 2**

E;,(msi) 40.7 31.0 31.2 28.6 24.2
v;y 0.45 0.455 0.932 0.369 0.27

G{2(msi) 15.8 4.08 6.54 3.24 2.43

* Fully clarnped
** Mid node at the ends constrained in y-direction
*** From material properties listed in Table 2.3

3.3.1.2 Yielding and Subseqaent Response

The yielding and nonlinear response observed in the longitudinal stress-strain curves presented in
Fig. 3.5 are discussed in the following.
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At -l50°F, the material initially yielded at 2.3 ksi. A relatively significant amount of strain
hardening is observed in the post yielding response. During unloading, the response is essentially
linear and a relatively significant plastic strain accumulation is observed at zero load. During
subsequent compressive loading the material responded linearly down to -12 ksi. Very little strain ‘

hardening was observed past the proportional limit and the second reversal point. After the second
reversal point, the subsequent unloading response was linear with a relatively small amount of strain
recovery at zero load. Following the same linear behavior, the stress-strain curve during reloading
in tension almost retumed to the first reversal point and contir1ued with similar strain hardening
as observed in the initial tensile response up to failure.

At room temperature, the material yielded at 4.3 ksi, and the post yielding response did not show
significant strain hardening. During unloading, the response was essentially linear and a relatively
small amount of strain accumulation was observed at zero load. The material responded linearly
during subsequent compressive loading down to -4 ksi. Noticeable strain hardening was observed
past the above proportional limit and the second reversal point. During subsequent unloading, the
response was initially linear and deviated from linearity at -5.5 ksi. At zero load after unloading, a
noticeable amount of negative strain accumulation was observed. During subsequent reloading in
tension, the specirnen continued to respond in a nonlinear fashion up to failure. A negative strain
off-set at the first stress reversal level is evident in the reloading response. It is clearly seen that the
specirnen failed at a higher stress level than the specirnen tested in monotonic tension.

I At 250°F, the material response during initial tensile loading was almost linear up to the first
reversal point at 9 ksi. The unloading response was very close to the response of the initial loading
and almost returned to the origin. During subsequent compressive loading, the material responded

linearly down to -4 ksi. Significant strain hardening was observed past the proportional limit.

During subsequent unloading, the response was initially linear and deviated from linearity at -4 ksi.
At zero load, signiricant negative plastic strain accumulation was observed. The reloading response
in tension followed the previous nonlinear trend up to failure and resulted ir1 a significant negative
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strain off-set at the first stress reversal level. Again, the specimen failed at a higher ultimate strength
than that tested in monotonic tension.

Comparing the stress-strain curves of the l5° off-axis specirnens at different temperatures, the
following influence of temperature on material behavior was observed:

l. The initial tensile yield stress increases with increasing temperature. This phenomenon was
also observed by Fujita in reference [12].

_ 2. In the initial tensile loading more nonlinear response was observed at lower temperature, while
more nonlinear response was seen at higher temperature in the subsequent compressive

loading.

3. After subsequent compressive loading-unloading cycle, positive plastic strain accumulation was

observed at -150°F, while it became negative at room temperature and was more significant

at 250°F.

4. After reloading in tension, no off-set from the first reversal point was observed at · l 50°F, while
off-set existed at room temperature and was more significant at 250°F.

The above observed phenomena indicate that the initial yield stress translates under the influence

of the test temperature. The translation of the yield stress might be caused by the residual stresses

in the each phase of the composite due to the mismatch of the thermal expansion coefficients of

the constituents. The tensile strength at room temperature and 250°F appears to increase

(compared with the monotonic results) after plastic deformation in compression. However, it is

noted that in the short l5° off—axis specirnens employed in the present investigation, there are some

fibers that span the length of the specimen between the upper and lower grips.

In the stress-strain curves discussed above, it is seen that hysteresis rounding exists at the reversal

points, and the linear portion in the unloading response in compression is not parallel to that of the
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initial loading. Due to this phenomenon, subsequent yielding in the response curves is difficult to
define. Thus, the discussion of the. dissipative response of this material cannot be conducted
exclusively in terms of the classical plasticity characteristics such as subsequent yield surface
evolution. The observed phenomenon strongly implies that in addition to the mechanism of
classical elastoplastic theory, secondaxy dissipative mechanisms were operative during the test.

3.3.1.3 Poisson’s and Shear Response

In Fig. 3.6, it is seen that the transverse strain response is simila.r to the longitudinal strain response.
Since a relatively small magnitude in transverse strain was measured, yielding and nonlinear
response in Poisson’s response are difficult to analyze.

In Fig. 3.7, it is seen that the shear response exhibits exactly the same trends as those observed in
the longitudinal response. At the transition of the tension and compression loading, apparent slope
changes in the shear stress-strain curves are observed. This could be caused by pull-out of the
specimen when it is subjected to tensile loading. In tension, if the specimen is pulled out from the
grips, the end-constraint effects is reduced. On the other hand, the specimen is in firm contact with
the base of the grips in compression, and it can not be pushed out from the grips. Thus the slope
of the shear response curves in tension is smaller than that in compression.

3.3.2 90° Specimen

The longitudinal stress-strain curves and Poisson’s responses of typical 90° specimens at the three

test temperatures under tension-compression-tension cyclic loading are presented in Fig. 3.8 and
Fig. 3.9, respectively. For comparison, the results of monotonic tension tests are also included in
the same figures.

I
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3.3.2.1 Initial Elastic Response

The initial elastic moduli of tension-compression-tension cyclic loading and monotonic tension
tests are summarized in Table 3.3. Comparing the elastic moduli of cyclic loading at the different

test temperatures, it is seen that Egg was not significantly affected by temperature, while a noticeable
decrease in vg, with increase of the temperature is seen. These phenomena were also observed in
the monotonic tests.

Comparing the elastic moduli obtained from the two types of tests, it is seen that the results are

quite close. This observation is reasonable, because no end-constraint effects in 90° specimens are

expected as shown by end-constraint analyses.

Table 3.3 Initial Elastic Moduli of 90° Specimens
(Tension·Compression-Tension and Monotonic Tension)

Apparent Tension Monotonic
Elastic Compression Tension

Constants Tension Test*
Test

-150°F

Egg(msi) · 4.3 4.4
vg, 0.044 0.053

RT

Egg(msi) 4.3 3.5
vg, 0.030 0.028

250°F

Egg(msi) 3.9 4.2
vg, 0.025 0.024

* Reference [12]
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3.3.2.2 Yielding and Subsequent Response

The yielding and nonlinear response observed in the longitudinal stress-strain curves presented in
Fig. 3.8 are discussed in the following.

At -l50°F, the material yielded at a very low stress level, 0.2 ksi, and the post yielding response
exhibited apparent strain hardening. During unloading, rounding of the hysteresis loop at the
reversal point was observed and an apparent plastic strain accumulation is evident at zero load.
Subsequent compressive loading exhibits kinks in the response curve. This could be a local effect
caused by folding of the indentations in the aluminum layer. Disregarding these kinks, a linear
portion can be found ir1 the initial response with a linear limit point at -4.3 ksi. Past the linear limit
point, significant nonlinear response is observed. During subsequent unloading, a significant
hysteresis rounding is seen at the reversal point, and a noticeable negative strain accumulation is
present at zero load. The stress-strain response exhibits an elliptic curve during this unloading
condition. Only a small portion of linear response is seen and the slope is different from the initial
response. The reloading response in tension essentially follows the nonlinear trend seen in the
unloading portion of the stress-strain curve. It is clearly seen that the specirnen failed with a
noticeable amount of negative plastic strain accumulation, and a noticeable increase of the ultimate
stress compared with the monotonic test result.

At room temperature, the material yielded at 0.4 ksi, and the post yielding response did not exhibit
significant strain hardening. During unloading, the response was essentially linear and a relatively
small amount of plastic strain accumulation was observed at zero load. The subsequent
compressive response was initially linear up to -3.8 ksi with the same slope as the unloading
response. Past the linear limit point, an apparent nonlinear response was observed. In the
subsequent unloading, some hysteresis rounding is seen at the reversal point, and a negative plastic
strain accumulation is observed at zero load. The reloading response in tension essentially follows
the nonlinear trend observed in the unloading cycle. It is clearly seen that the specirnen failed with
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a significant amount of negative strain accumulation, and with a higher ultimate stress than that
of the monotonic test result. The increase of the ultimate stress after the loading cycle is believed
to be caused by the closure of the inherent voids during the subsequent compressive loading.

The response at 250°F exhibited the same trend as the response at room temperature. The material
initially yielded at 0.5 ksi and did not strain harden significantly up to the reversal point. During
subsequent compressive loading, the response curve deviated from linearity at -1.8 ksi with a
significant nonlinear response past the linear limit point. After subsequent unloading and reloading
in tension, a significant negative strain accumulation was seen at zero load and at failure. A higher
ultimate stress than that of monotonic test result is also observed.

Comparing the stress-strain curves of the 90° specimens at different temperatures, the following
influence of temperature on the material behavior was observed:

l. The initial yield stress increases with increasing temperature. This trend was also observed by
Fujita in reference [12].

2. In subsequent compressive loading, the magnitude of the linear limit stress decreases with
increasing temperature.

3. It is seen that negative plastic strain accumulation at 250°F is larger than that at room
temperature; the response at -150°F also exhibits a relatively larger negative plastic strain
accumulation. However, it is noted that the second reversal point at - 1 50°F is at a higher stress
level than that at room temperature and 250°F. lf the second reversal point for all the
temperatures Were hypothetlcally at the same stress level, the negative plastic strain

accumulation would most likely increase monotonically with increasing temperature.

In the stress-strain curves discussed above, it is seen that significant rounding of the hysteresis loops
exists at the reversal points, and the linear response of the compressive unloading cycle is not
parallel to the initial tensile loading. Similar phenomena were also observed in the response of the
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l5° specimens. Thus, the exact subsequent yield point cannot be easily defined in the response
curves. This indicates that the secondary dissipative mechanisms also have significant influence on
the compressive response of the 90° configuration. Therefore, further investigations in the yield
surface evolution cannot be discussed from the present test results.

3.3.2.3 Poisson’s Response

ln Fig. 3.9, it is seen that an unusual phenomenon occurs at 250°F. The Poisson’s response at
250°F exhibits a significant change in slope in the subsequent compressive loading. This indicates
that the specimen contracted with a relatively small amount of strain in the transverse direction
when it was subjected to subsequent compressive loading. This cannot be explained by scatter of
the experimental data or strain gage problem, since the same result was also obtained from the other
tested specimen.

3.4 Compression- Tension-Compression Results

3.4.1 l5° Specimen

The longitudinal stress-strain curves, Poisson’s responses and axial shear stress-strain curves along

material principal directions of typical l5° off·axis specimens at the three test temperatures under

compression-tension-compression cyclic loading are presented in Fig. 3.10, Fig. 3.11 and Fig. 3.12,

respectively. For comparison, the results of monotonic compression tests are also given by dashed
lines in the same figures.
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3.4.1.1 Initial Elastic Response

The initial elastic moduli of compression·tension·compression cyclic loading and monotonic
compression tests are summarized in Table 3.4. Comparing the elastic moduli of cyclic loading at
the different test temperatures, it is seen that EQ, was not significantly affected by the test
temperatures, although the value at 250°F was a Little lower than those at -l50°F and room
temperature. For vQ, the value increased with increase of temperature, but the largest difference
was within 10%. For Gfz , it is seen that there is no systematic trend for the effects of the test
temperature.

E

Table 3.4 Initial Elastic Moduli of 15° Specimens
(Compression-Tension-Compression
and Monotonic Compression)

Apparent Compression Monotonic
Elastic Tension Compression

Constants Compression Test*
Test

-l50°F

EQ,(msi) 28.3 32.0
vQy 0.435 0.318

Gf2(msi) 3.34 4.21

RT

EQ,(msi) 30.2 36.9
vQy 0.460 0.300

Gf2(msi) 4.00 3.42

250°F

EQ,(msi) 26.0 25.1vQy 0.475 0.450
G{2(msi) 2.72 3.78

"' Reference [13]
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Comparing the elastic moduli obtained from the two types of tests, it is seen that for EQX, good
agreement is obtained at 250°F, but at -150°F and room temperature the cyclic results are lower
than those of the monotonic results. The highest difference is about 18%. For v;y , the results of
two types of tests are quite close at 250°F, while apparently higher values in the cyclic results are
observed at -150°F and room temperature. Poor agreement was obtained for Gfz for all the test
temperatures. The highest difference is about 30%. This discrepancy could be caused by the
different boundary conditions in the cyclic and monotonic tests and scatter of the experimental data.

3.4.1.2 Yielding and Subsequent Response
E

V
The yielding and nonlinear response observed in the longitudinal stress—strain curves presented in
Fig. 3.10 are discussed in the following.

At -l50°F, the material yielded at -11 ksi. Little nonlinear response was observed up to the first
reversal stress level. The unloading response was essentially linear with an apparent rounding at the
reversal point. In the unloading curve, a kink was seen at -3.5 ksi stress level. At zero load, a small
amount of negative plastic strain accumulation was observed. During subsequent tensile loading,
significant nonlinear response is evident. The subsequent unloading response was essentially linear
with some hysteresis rounding at the reversal point and with a noticeable positive plastic strain
accumulation at zero load. The reloading response ir1 compression followed the same linear trend
of the unloading response down to -16 ksi. However, the slope of the linear response was smaller
than the slope of the initial compressive response. A positive strain off-set at the first reversal stress
level exists after the unloading·re1oading cycle.

At room temperature, the material yielded at -6.5 ksi. The unloading response was initially linear
with a significant hysteresis rounding at the reversal point, and the linear limit point was at -6 ksi.
A significant negative strain accumulation was present after unloading. During the subsequent
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tensile loading and unloading cycle, most of the previous strain accumulation was recovered. In
reloading in compression, the response curve almost passed through the first reversal point.

The response at 250°F exhibited the same trends as those observed at room temperature, but wit?.
more nonlinearity in the entire loading cycle, and a larger amount of negative strain accumulation
at zero load. Comparing the stress-strain curves at the different temperatures, the following
influence of temperature on the material behavior was observed:

1. The magnitude of the initial yield stress decreases with increasing temperature.

2. The extent of nonlinearity observed in the initial compressive response increases with
increasing temperature. .

3. After the subsequent tensile loading-unloading cycle, positive plastic strain accumulation was
observed at -150°F, while at room temperature it became negative, and increased in magnitude
at 250°F.

4. After reloading in compression, a positive strain off-set from the first reversal point was seen
at -l50°F, while no off-set was observed at room temperature and 250°F.

The same phenomena observed at tension-compression—tension cycle test, namely, slope changes
at stress reversal points and hysteresis rounding, were also seen in the stress-strain curves discussed
above.

3.4.1.3 Poisson’s and S/zear Response

In Fig. 3.ll, it is seen that the transverse response is similar to the longitudinal strain response.
Since a relatively small magnitude in transverse strain was measured, yielding and nonlinear
response in Poisson’s response are difficult to analyze. V
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In Fig. 3.12, the shear response exhibits the same trend as that observed in the longitudinal
response. Slope changesand hysteresis rounding were more significant in the shear stress~strain
behavior. As observed in the tension-compression-tension cycle, the slope changes ir1 the

stress-strain curves are especially apparent during transition between tension andcompressionloading.
This discontinuous behavior might be caused by end·constraint effects or pull-out of the

specimen when it is subjected to tensile loading.

3.4.2 90° Specimens

The longitudinal stress-strain curves and Poisson’s responses of typical 90° specimens at the three
test temperatures under compression—tension-compression cyclic loading are presented in Fig. 3.13
and Fig. 3.14, respectively. For comparison, the results of monotonic compression tests are also
included in the same figures (dashed lines).

3.4.2.1 Initial Elastic Response

The initial elastic moduli of compression·tension-compression cyclic and monotonic compression
tests are sumrnarized in Table 3.5. Comparing the elastic moduli of cyclic loading at the different
temperatures, it is seen that the influence of the temperature on EQ; is not significant, while an

apparent decrease in vQ, with increase of temperature is seen. These phenomena were also observed
‘ in the monotonic tests.

Comparing the elastic moduli obtained from the two types of tests, it is seen that the results are

quite close. This observation is reasonable for 90° configuration since it is not affected by the

end·constraint effects.
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. Table 3.5 Initial Elastic Moduli of 90° Specirnens
(Compression-Tension-Compression and Monotonic Compression)

Apparent Compression Monotonic
Elastic Tension Compression

Constants Compression Test"
Test

-150°F

Egg(msi) 3.5 3.6
vgl 0.048 0.047

RT

Egg(msi) 4. 1 3.8
vgl 0.035 0.046

‘ 250°F

Egg(msi) 3.6 4.0
vgl 0.025 0.026

* Reference [13]

3.4.2.2 Yielding and Subsequent Response _

The yielding and nonlinear response observed in the longitudinal stress-strain curves presented in

Fig. 3.13 are discussed in the following.

At -l50°F, the stress increased signilicantly with a small amount of strain increment during the
initial compressive loading. This response is believed to be caused by the icing problem of the test

tixture (as indicated by the stress vs. time and strain vs. time plots). It should be disregarded in
ldealing with the material behavior. Despite the initial binding, good agreement with themonotonictest

result is seen. The material yielded at approxirnately -4.8 ksi during the initial compressive I
loading. During the unloading cycle, signilicant hysteresis rounding exists at the reversal point, and

:
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an elliptic response curve is observed. The subsequent tensile loading exhibits essentially the
nonlinear trend observed during unloading. At the second reversal point, significant hysteresis
rounding is also observed. The stress-strain reloading response in compression passes through the
first reversal point and follows the nonlinear trend of the initial compression loading. The
unloading-reloading response has the shape of an ellipse with some hysteresis rounding at the
reversal points.

The response at room temperature and 250°F exhibits essentially the same trend as that observed
at -l50°F. Comparing the stress-strain curves at the different temperatures, it is seen that the
magnitude of the initial yield stress decreased with increasing temperature. As observed in the
tension-compression—tension loading cycle, if the first reversal points were at the same stress level
for all the temperatures, the negative plastic strain accumulation would tend to increase with

I

increasing temperature.

3.4.2.3 Poisson’s Response

In Fig. 3.14, it is seen that an unusual phenomenon occurs at 250°F. As observed in the
tension—compression-tension loading cycle, a significant slope change in initial compressive loading
is present.

3.5 Comparison of Two Opposite Cyclic Loading Paths

The elastoplastic response of the material under two opposite cyclic paths, i.e.
tension-compression-tension and compression-tension-compression, is compared and discussed in
the following sections. _
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3.5.1 15° Specimen

The longitudinal stress-strain curves of the l5° off-axis specimens obtained from the two opposite
l

cyclic paths are compared in Fig. 3.15. Comparing the two curves at the same temperature, it is
seen that the loading history had no effect on the subsequent response past the second reversal point
(i.e. terminal response follows the same trend of the initial loading). At room temperature and
250°F, it is seen that the tensile prestrain in the tension·compression-tension path had no significant
influence on the subsequent compressive response. However, it is noted that no significant
nonlinear response occurred during the initial prestraining at these two temperatures.

In the above figure, the influence of the temperature on the material behavior is more clearly
exhibited. The initial yield stress, both in tension and compression, was translated up in the tensile
direction when the temperature was increased. Following this trend, more nonlinear response was
observed at lower temperature in tensile direction, while more nonlinear response was seen at higher
temperature in compressive direction. This tendency implies that the residual stresses in the
constituents of the composite have a significant effect on the material behavior. Further discussion
is presented in Chapter 5.

3.5.2 90° Specimen

For comparison, the longitudinal stress-strain curves of 90° off-axis specimens under the two
opposite cyclic loading paths are given in Fig. 3.16. Comparing the two curves at the same
temperature, it is seen that at room temperature and 250°F the effect of tensile prestrain in the
tension-compression-tension loading path is negligible, since the subsequent compressive response
exhibited almost the same behavior as the initial compressive response of the opposite loading path.
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At ~l50°F, the tensile prestrain in the tension-compression-tension loading path exhibits a small
amount of plastic strain accumulation; thus the subsequent compressive response shows a little
off-set when comparing with the initial compressive response of the opposite loading path.

The influence of the test temperature on the material behavior is more clearly shown in the above

figure. In the same fashion as observed in the l5° specimens, the initial yield stress both in tension

and compression was shifted in the tensile direction with increasing temperature. This indicates that
the residual stresses also have significant effects on material behavior for the 90° configuration.

3.6 Summary

The experimental results described above are summarized in the following:

1. No significant temperature effects on EQ, ( EQ; for 90° specimen) and GQ, was observed, and a

slight decrease in vQ,, ( vQI for 90° specimen) with increase of temperature was seen.

2. The influence of end-constraints on the elastic moduli of the l5° off-axis specimens was

observed in the experiment, but no quantitative agreement was obtained between the

experimental and analytical results.

3. For the 90° specimen, the monotonic test results exhibited significantly different ultimate stress I

in tension and compression. The ratio of the tensile to compressive strength is about 1:15.

In the tension-compression-tension cyclic loading, the tensile strength increased (compared

with monotonic results) after the plastic deformation in compression. I

4. The initial yield stress both ir1 tension and compression was translated in the tensile direction I
. . . Iwith increasing temperature. I

I
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5. The strain hardening in tensile loading decreases with increasing temperature, while the strain
hardening in compressive loading increases with increasing temperature.

6. For the l5° specimen, positive plastic strain accumulation was observed at the low
temperature, while negative plastic strain accumulation was present at high temperature for
both tension-compression-tension and compression-tension-compression loading path.

7. Under tension loading, the material response appears to be predominantly elastoplastic; under
compressive loading, the influence of the secondary dissipative mechanisms was observed in
the material response, thus classical plasticity theory cannot be employed exclusively to
characterize the observed material behavior.

8. Under compression loading, more plastic strain and larger hysteresis loop were observed for
the 90° specimens than for the l5° specimens.

9. Hysteresis rounding and slope changes of the compressive response at reversal points result in
difliculty when defrning subsequent yield stresses, thus further investigations of the yield surface

evolution cannot be discussed from the present test results.
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Chapter 4 Correlation of Micromechanics Model

Predictions and Experimental Results

4.1 Introduction

The micromechanics model proposed by Aboudi [24-28] is employed in the present investigation

to predict the elastoplastic response of unidirectional Gr/Al composites under combined

tension-compression cyclic loading, and to correlate the analytical predictions with the experimental

data. This model has been chosen due to the following features: (1) straightforward formulation

which provides explicit closed form expressions for the effective response in terms of the constituent

properties; (2) applicability to arbitrary loading paths, especially for the desired combined

tension-cornpression cyclic loading, when it is incorporated with Bodner’s unified theory of

plasticity; (3) cost-effective computer programming and computation. In addition, good agreement

between the predictions of this modeland finite element analysis as well as experiments has been

demonstrated in previous investigations[25,29].I

I
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In order to be able to predict the effective properties of heterogeneous media with suflicient

accuracy using the micromechanics approach, the properties of the individual constituents must be

well characterized. However, the complicated manufactuxing process that liber-reinforced metal

matrix composites undergo often results in chemical and physical property changes in the

constituents as well as residual stresses in each of the phases due to the mismatch of thennal

expansion coeflicients. Therefore, the actual in-situ properties need to be deterrnined and taken into

account in correlating the predictions of a micromechanics model with the experimental results.

The detailed discussion of the correlation procedure employed in the present investigation will be

presented in the following sections.

In Section 4.2, the derivation of the employed micromechanics model is brielly reviewed. The '

procedure of determining the in-situ properties and residual stresses is discussed in Section 4.3. In

Section 4.4, the comparison of the analytica] and experimental results is presented.

4.2 Review ofAboudi’s Micromechanics Model Analysis

The micromechanics model proposed by Aboudi predicts the elastoplastic thermomechanical

response of transversely isotropic composites from the provided properties of the constituents and

liber reinforcement ratio. In this model, the effective overall behavior of the composite is

established on the basis of average stress—strain relations of the representative volume element. The

derivation of these relations are outlined as follows.
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4.2.1 Geometry

The model used in Aboudi’s micromechanics analysis for unidirectional fiber—reinforced composites .
is shown in Fig. 4.la. It consists of unidirectional fibers with rectangular cross section embedded
in the matrix phase. The fibers extend along the xl direction and form a doubly periodic array in
the xl and xl directions.

Due to the periodical arrangement of the fibers, it is sufficient to consider only the representative
unit cell shown in Fig. 4.lb. The representative unit cell consists of four subcells designated by ß
, y = 1,2, in which (11) represents the fiber subcell and the other three designations, (12), (21) and
(22), represent the three matrix subcells. The dimensions of the rectangular cross section of the
fibers are denoted by hl and Il , and the spacings between the adjacent fibers are given by hg and

ll. For convenience of the analysis, four local coordinate systems (xl, 351/’l, Ey) ) are introduced in

each of the subcell with the origin at the center of each subcell.

4.2.2 Displacement Field

The displacement vector at any point within the given subcell (ßy) is approximated by the first

order expansion in the local coordinates E;/J) and Ey) as followsz

V wlfßv) j = 1, 2, 3 (4,1)

where w§¢’Yl‘are the displacement components of the center of each subcell, and ¢$ß*> and zßl/M give

the linear dependence of the displacements on the local coordinates of the subcell. The

microvariable w§ß*> is a function of global coordinates ( xl , xl , xl ), and ¢>$ß*> and •,b$”') are functions

of xl and xl only. The superscripts ß , y indicate that the specified quantities belong to one of the
subcells. No summation is implied by the repeated superscripts ß or y.
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The components of the small strain tensor are given by

sgh) = ä [ öl zglßy) + 6, @4))] 1,) = 1,2,3 (4.2)

1l 6 =-@-,6 =—€-— dö =-SL-.W °r° ‘ öx, 2 öxyl) an ‘ 6xgv>

Under the assumption of perfect bonding between the fiber and matrix phases, the following

displacement continuity conditions must be satisfied at the interface of each subcell in the

representative cell,

,411)
h = ,421)

h;;‘)=¥%;g2)=i-ä

ulm) = ulm) . (4.3)
1 1;g‘)=t% ;§2)=¢-§-

Imposing Eqn. (4.1) on an average basis, and performing a smoothing operation with respect to the

global coordinates (xl, x2, xl ) [24], the displacement continuity conditions can be expressed in

terms of the local microvariables as follows.

wßll) = = wlgzl) = w§22) E Wi,

ul) <2l> öwzh1<!>1 + h2¢1 = ((11+ h/2)2

öw/l¤1§4" + 16144) = (I1 + (2) (4-4)3

The average composite strains are given in terms of the average subcell strains in the usual fashion.
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2— .. 1 <ß >
ß, v=1

where Vp, = hp], and V= (h, + h,)(/, + /2).

Using Eqns. (4.1), (4.2) and (4.5), the average strains of the composite can be expressed in terms
of the microvariables. This yields:

E
z 1 öwi Öwz·- = — —-—— ——— . 4.6SU 2(öxp + öxj) ( )

4.2.3 Stress Field

The traction continuity conditions at the interfaces of the subcells within the representative unit cell
are given by

agp) 2
z 4Q .

vgl) = vg'?) . (4.7);g¤> zi Q ;;2> z 4=Q

The average stress components in the individual subcells are defined below,

(ß ) 1 jl (ß > -<ß) >spy = T-fzhßlgyapl dxz dx? (4.8)
"" ·? *7 ,

where $$11 denote the components of the stress tensor.
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Employing the equilibrium equations in each subcell,

6, ¤$)) = 0 , (4.9)

and incorporating these into the first order continuum theory, the traction continuity in an average
sense [24] can be expressed in terms of average stresses in the subcells as follows:

sgh) = sgh)
Z

$$‘) = $$2) (4.10)

The average composite stresses are defined in terms of the average subcell stresses as in the case of
the average composite strains. ·

1 2—— .. __ fß )
ßI v=l

From Eqns. (4.5) and (4.11), it is seen that the required average stresses and strains are established
in terms of the local subcell microvariables. The effective behavior of the composite can be
determined once the relations between the average composite stresses Fr'), and the average composite
strains 3,, are found.

4.2.4 Average Stress-Strain Relations of the Constituents

The average stress-strain relations of the inelastic constituents in each of the subcells are established
as follows. The total rate of strain of the material in the subcell (ßy) is decomposed into elastic,
thermal and inelastic terms in the form

. . L . . . .8§ I, J = 1, 2, 3 (4.12)
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For a transversely isotropic material in the elastic range, the stress is related to the strain as follows

where

g(ßü

zgfglßv),and

.

cg?) cg?) cg?) 0 0 0
cg?) cg?) cg?) 0 0 0

C1?) ggü ggü 0 0 0C<ßü =” 0 0 0 ali?) 0 0
0 0 0 0 cl?) 0
0 0 0 0 0 «g{§”

The stiffness constants cfftl in (4.13) are related to the engineering constants in the following manner
(omitting the superindices (ß}i)):

2C11 = EA + 4i<vA,

C12 = 2 ic vA,

C22 = K "l" 1+ VT),

C23 = K *' 1+ VT),

C44 = GA,
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C66 = (C22 “ C2;)/2,

K = 0.25EA/[0.5(1— vT)(EA/ET) — vi,]. (4.14)

where EA , vA are the Young modulus and Poisson’s ratio respectively, GA is shear modulus, and
ET, vT are the transverse Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio.

The thermal strains are given by

AT, (4.15)

where

0]

with (xY{*> and ag?) being the axial and transverse thermal expansion coefficients of the material
occupying the subcell (ßy).

The plastic strains in Eqn. (4.12) are detennined using the unified theory of plasticity proposed by
Bodner [36]. This theory has been chosen because no yield criterion is required, and thus it is not

necessary to differentiate between loading and unloading conditions. The same goveming equation
can be directly used in all stages of loading 3.Ild unloading, greatly simplifying the computational
procedure.

According to this theory, the inelastic strain rates for elastoplastic material with isotropic hardening
are given by the isotropic form of the Prandtl-Reuss flow rule

.e§L‘ß” = AA) ift), (4.16)

where s,) = 6)) — ö,)6,,,„/3 are the deviators of the stresses and 6,) is the Kronecker delta (omitting
superindices ß y).
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An explicit form of the flow rule function A is given by

A 1,A = Do (4-17)

where ii = 0.5(z1 + 1)/rz and ./2 = :,,:,,/2 is the second invariant of the stress deviators :,, , Do , n are
inelastic material pararneters, and Z is a state variable given by,

Z = Z,+(Z0—Z,)exp[—mWp/Z0]. (4.18)

where MQ is the plastic work.

Equations (4.17) - (4.18) contain five pararneters, Z0, Z1, m, n and D1), which characterize the

behavior of the material in inelastic range. Generally speaking, Z,, and Z, specify yield stress and

ultimate stress of the material respectively, and m controls the hardening rate from Z,, to Z,. The

parameter n govems the strain rate.

Incorporating Bodner’s constitutive theory into the present first order continuum formulation in

an average sense, the evolution equations for average plastic strains Ly') in each subcell are given

by

. ALy') = Aß, sy') (4.19)

^ .where Sy') are the stress deviators of Sy') .

The explicit relations between the average stresses ir1 the subcells and the average strains of the
composite can be obtained by substituting Eqn. (4.13) in Eqn. (4.8) and using Eqn. (4.12). These

relations are

AT

djißv) AT __ 2,,ßv L2(€v)
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. I

__ Zpßy Lg?)

öwSg?) = +
¢€ß)’)) _

(ß?) ÖW3 (ß?) (ß?) (ß?)S13 = C44 (EGT + $1 )" ZC44 L12

S%€” = «éé” < «1»%"” + W1) — 2¤é€”L§€” <4.20>
where

dpi?) = cg?) ag?) +

2and12),, = 0 for perfectly elastic anisotropic materials in the elastic region, while pp, stands for the
shear modulus for elastoplastic isotropic constituents in the elastic region.

4.2.5 Explicit Overall Stress-Strain Relations of the Composite

Using the displacement continuity conditions, Eqn. (4.4), and traction continuity conditions, Eqn.
(4.10), the necessary unknown microvariables are obtained in terms of the material properties and
geometrical dimensions of the constituents. The required effective stress-strain relations of
unidirectional fiber-reinforced material are subsequently established in the following explicit form:

511 = 511511 + 512522 + 512522 ‘ V11AT ‘ [{11 .

522 = 512511 + 522 522 + 522522 ‘ F22 AT — H22
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Ess = bl3 E11 + b23 E22 *1* bes Ess ‘ 1—esAT ‘ Hes

E12 = 2b44El2 — H12 °

Eis = 2bS5El3 — HIB

Ezs = 2b66 Eze ‘ Hzs (4-21)

or in matrix form

Q = Q(Q - älpm - QAT) (4.22)

where §<"·) = Q‘1{·_I and Q= Q"I: , in which Q= [bv] is a 6 x 6 matrix, .
H12v Iflßv H23] and I: F22• 01

O1Thecoefücients Q and I;] are in fact the elastic constants and inelastic terms in the elastoplastic
average constitutive relations of the composite. The complete expressions for Q and Ij can be
found in reference [28]. The coefücients 1: are the effective thermal expansion coefücients of the
composite, which are given by

Vrll = Q11:dä?’— dä?1 + Q1tdä?’ — dä?1 + [vll diff + (V12 + V21 + v11>däT>1
VF22 = Q'1 tdä?’ — dä?1 + Q'1tdä”£" — dä?1 + 1v11dä? + (-11

Q"2 (V12 1

where ’f’ , ’m’ denote über and matrix, respectively. The expressions for Q, , Q, , ...... can also be
found in the Appendix of reference [28].

The overall thermal elastoplastic behavior of the composite is govemed by the average stress-strain
relations of the composite given in Eqn. (4.21). These equations consist of 9 independent elastic
constants, b,,, b,,, b,,, b„, b,,, bss, b„, bs, and bs,, so that the composite effectively behaves as an
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orthotropic material. For square fibers with equal spacing, hx = II and hg = lg , the number of these

constants are reduced to -6 since b,g = b1}, bgg = bg; and bg, = b„. In order to obtain the desired

transversely isotropic characteristics, the following operation was performed.

1 " ,
E = ; Q (é)dé (4-23)

0

where Q'(§) is the transformed form of Q in the coordinate system rotated by an angle é about the

x1-axis, Q = [eg] are the resulting elastic constants of a transversely isotropic material. The elements

of symmetric matrix Q are expressed in terms of the elements of Q in the form

811 = 811

812 = 813 = (812+813)/2 I
I
1822 = 833 = $(822+833)/8+823/4+866/2 I

I 1
823 = (822+833)/8+3823/4*866/2 I

1
1844 = 8ss = (844+8ss)/2 1

~ 1
' I

@66 = (en — @23 ) / 2 (4.24) I
1
I

_ In applications, the model requires the input of the thermal elastoplastic properties of the I
constituents and the ratio of über reinforcement. The effective stress-strain relations in the principal I

I
material coordinate system can be directly determined from Eqn. (4.21) with the help of a computer 1

program. The calculations involve the incorporated evolution equations (4.19), so that a step by I
step incremental procedure is needed for the computation of inelastic response. Once the effective '1
behavior in the principal material coordinate system is obtained, the stress-strain relations in the 1
larninate coordinate system can be determined by transformation theory. Neglecting the inelastic I

1
I
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and thermal terms, the effective elastic engineering constants of the composite can be computed by
inverting Eqn. (4.14) with eg replacing cg.

In conclusion, the model provides a low-cost computer programming and a straight forward
implementation, i.e. speciücation of the properties of the constituents and über volume fraction
results in the effective properties of the composite expressed by the average stress-strain relations
of the representative cell. This model can be applied to arbitrary loading situations, and no yield
criterion and loading or unloading conditions are required.

4.3 In-Situ Properties and Residual Stresses

A successful semi-inverse methodology for correlating the micromechanics predictions and
experimental results of tests canied out on unidirectional boron/aluminum composite has been
developed by Pindera, Aboudi, and Herakovich in reference [29]. The methodology involves
backing out the unknown ir1·situ properties from selected experimental results including the residual
stresses which are obtained from the yield stress of monotonic tension andlcompression test results.

In the above investigation, good predictions for the effective elastic parameters were obtained using
the bulk properties of boron über and 606l-O alurninum. However, in order to obtain good
correlation in the nonlinear region the following procedure was employed. Based on the
assumption that during the fabrication process the bulk properties of the boron über are not
signiücantly affected, and that only the temper condition of the aluminum matrix is altered, the
in-situ yield stress and nonlinear properties of the matrix were backed out by correlating the
predicted axial shear response of a l0° off-axis coupon with the experimental results. This
procedure is possible since the temper condition of 6061 aluminum only affects its yield stress and
nonlinear properties [37].
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The residual stresses in each phase were subsequently expressed in terms of an equivalent
temperature which resulted in the observed different yield stresses in tension and compression. The

equivalent temperature was backed out by matching the yield stress of monotonic tension and

compression test results of the 0° specirnen, for which a higher yield stress was observed

experimentally in compression, with the analytical predictions. The choice of the 0° specirnen was
motivated by the large difference in the yield stress in tension and compression which was

significantly greater than for other tested configurations.

Using the above "backed-out" in-situ properties of the aluminum and the equivalent temperature

of residual stresses, good agreement was obtained between the analytical and experimental results

for longitudinal, transverse and off-axis loading conditions.

In correlating the analytical and experimental results for the present P100/6061 graphite/alurninum

composite, the above semi-inverse methodology was employed. However, the determination of the

actual in-situ properties of the constituents and residual stresses is more difficult in the present case.

The initial difficulty encountered was the lack of reliable data for Thomel P100-2K graphite fiber.

This type of graphite fiber has been developed recently and is thought to be transversely isotropic

with perfectly elastic characteristics. Five engineering elastic constants are required to characterize

the material, but only one constant, axial Young’s modulus, is available in the open literature [38].

Since the present study is primarily concerned with the nonlinear response of the investigated p
unidirectional composite, the elastic constants of graphite fiber were backed out using

themicromechanicsmodel and the test data of reference [12] and 606l-O alurninum. The testresultsgiven

in reference [12] only provide the in-plane elastic moduli, Efl, EQ: , v}, and Gf, . A value of I
0.45 was thus hypothetically assigned to v], which was also used for vl, of the Thomel T-50 graphite

Ifiber. I
I

The in-situ yield and nonlinear properties of the aluminum matrix were subsequently backed out '
by matching the analytical predictions with the experimentally obtained shear response of the 0° I

I
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Iosipescu specimen. The O° Iosipescu specimen provided more information on the nonlinear
behavior of the material than other tested configurations [12]. The backed-out in-situ nonlinear
characteristics of the aluminum matrix were expressed in terms of the five parameters of Bodner’s
unified plasticity theory.

The elastic constants of the graphite fiber and the in-situ nonlinear parameters of the aluminum
matrix are given in Table 4.1. The employed experimental data of the composite is also included
for reference. The backed-out in-situ stress-strain curve of the aluminum matrix along with the
stress-strain curve of 6061-O aluminum are plotted in Fig. 4.2. It is seen that the stress-strain curve
for the obtained in-situ aluminum matrix has a bilinear response with a higher yield stress and lower
ultimate stress than that of the bulk 6061-O aluminum.

Table 4.1 Material properties of the constituents

Material Ell (msi) E2, (msi) vl, vl, Gl, (msi)

Graphite/Aluminum
Composite """ 58.4 3.5 0.291 0.45"' 2.43

P100-2K
Graphite Fiber * 112 0.88 0.133 0.477 1.42 .

E (msi) v Dlyl (sec) Z0 (ksi) Zl (ksi) m n
6061

Aluminum 10.5 0.33 10** * 10.9 * 16 * 40 *

"' Backed-Out Data
** Reference [12]
*** Assigned Number

The equivalent temperature of the residual stresses could not be determined from the available test
results for the present graphite/aluminum composite. To back out the equivalent temperature, the
tension and compression test results of 0° configuration are considered as the most natural
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Figure 4. 2. Backed-out response of the in-situ aluminummatrix.Chapter
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candidates. However, from the monotonic tension and compression test results of 0° specimens
illustrated in Fig. 4.3, a higher tensile yield stress is observed. This phenomenon is physically
contradictory with the tensile residual stresses in the aluminum matrix induced during the
cool-down [12]. Another candidate for determining the equivalent temperature is the 90° specimen. ”

In Fig. 3.2, it is seen that the 90° specimen failed in a premature manner in tension. This is believed
to be due to the poor interface of the precursor wires. Thus the apparent yield stress measured in
tension might be more representative of the precursor wire·to·wire interfacial strength.
Consequently, the methodology for determining the equivalent temperature of the residual stresses
was not employed for the present material.

4.4 Comparison ofAnalytical and Experimental Results

In the micromechanics analysis, the ’”backed~out" in-situ properties of the constituents listed in
Table 4.1 were employed along with the value of 47% for the liber volume and an assumption of
isotropic hardening for the aluminum matrix. Because of the difliculty in determining the residual
stresses, they were not included in the analysis. For axial, transverse and in-plane shear responses,
incremental strain loading was used. For the off·axis response, incremental stress loading was
employed. In the tension-compression cyclic loading case, the reversal points were based on the

· corresponding strain level.

Comparisons of the analytical and experimental results for monotonic tension are illustrated in Figs.
4.4 · 4.6. The predicted axial and off-axis response are depicted in Fig. 4.4 along with the
experimental results. It is seen that excellent agreement was obtained in the elastic range for the

0° specimen. This is expected since the elastic moduli of the graphite liber were backed out using
the same model. The correlation in the nonlinear response is also good for this configuration.
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For the remaining off-axis specimens, it is seen that good agreement was also obtained in the elastic
range. The relatively higher slope in the experimental result of l5° specirnen could be caused by
end·constraint effects. For all the off-axis specimens, the experimental results indicate lower yield
stress than those predicated by the analytical model, but the difference is not pronounced. This
may be due to the influence of residual stresses and poor interface between the precursor wires. It
is seen that good correlation was also obtained for the off-axis configurations in the nonlinear
region.

It is noted that the predicted stress-strain curves have apparent kinks. Those kinks are believed to

be cause by the discontinuity in the response curve of the alurninum matrix modeled by Bodner’s

plasticity theory. Smooth analytical curves can be obtained if the kink in the response curve of

aluminum matrix is eliminated.

The analytical and experimental results of the transverse response are presented in Fig. 4.5. Good

agreement in the elastic response is expected since the backed-out properties of the graphite fiber

were used. The small difference appears in this comparison because the average value of EQ,

wasused,and the presented experimental curve is a typical one. It is seen that some nonlinearity exists I

in the experimental result, whereas the predicted curve remains linear up to the corresponding

failure stress. The low yield and ultimate stress in the experimental result is believed mostly to be

caused by poor interface between the precursor wires as cited previously.

I
The predicted shear responses obtained for selected off-axis specimens are included in Fig. 4.6 with I
the experimental results. It is noted that the Iosipescu response was employed in the backed-out I

procedure, thus the correlation, not surprisingly, is good. For the remaining specirnen I

configurations, good agreement was obtained in the elastic range, whereas for the nonlinear I
behavior, the experimental results do not provide sufficient infonnation for comparison. I

l I
The comparison of the analytical and experimental results for the present tension-compression I
cyclic tests is illustrated in Figs. 4.7 - 4.10. In Fig. 4.7 the predicted and experimental stress-strain I

I
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l
curves of the l5° specirnen under tension-compression-tension loading cycle are given. It is seen
that fairly good agreement was obtained for the entire loading path. The analysis predicted a lower
initial stiffness as in the case of monotonic tension (see Fig. 4.4). In the initial stage of tensile
loading, the analytical response remains elastic up to the reversal point while the experimental curve
shows evidence of yielding. During the subsequent compressive loading, good correlation for the
compressive yield stress was obtained while more plastic strain was predicted by the
micromechanics model. In subsequent unloading and reloading in tension, the model predicts
lower yield stress than initially obtained (i.e. kinematic hardening effects) and more plastic strain
than observed in the experiment.

Examining the analytical results for the entire loading cycle, it is seen that the yield stress exhibits
kinematic hardening behavior. It is recalled that in the analysis, isotropic hardening for the
aluminum matrix was employed. The kinematic hardening behavior of the composite is not due
to the hardening features of the aluminum matrix but it is caused by the geometric constraint of the
elastic übers. The mechanically induced residual stresses in each phase of the composite are the
primary mechanisms that cause the kinematic hardening phenomenon of the composite. In
experimental results, the influence of the secondary dissipative mechanisms results in the slope
changes in the unloading-reloading response. The subsequent yield stress cannot be easily defined
from the present experimental results.

The predicted stress-strain curve for the l5° specirnen under compression-tension·compression
loading cycle as well as the experimental results are included in Fig. 4.8. It is seen that fairly good
agreement was also obtained for this loading path. The analysis also predicted a lower initial
stiffness as that in the loading cycle discussed above. During theiinitial compressive loading, the
initial yield stress was well predicted by the model, however, more plastic strain was observed in the
analysis. It is noted that kinematic hardening behavior was also exhibited in the analytical results.

· In Fig. 4.9, the comparison of the analytical predictions and experiment for the 90° specirnen under
tension·compression-tension loading cycle is presented. The analysis predicted a lower initial
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l

stiffness. This may be explained by the scatter of the experimental data due to different source
panels of the specimens„(recall that the monotonic test results [12] were used in the back-out

procedure). In the subsequent compressive loading, it is seen that apparently lower subsequent
yield stress and significantly more plastic strain were predicted by the micromechanics model. For
the entire cyclic response, the material behavior observed in the experiment is not well predicted
by the model. It will be recalled that secondary dissipative mechanisms, which appear to be
significant for the 90° configuration under compressive loading, were not taken into account in the
theory. These secondary dissipative mechanisms arise because of the inherent defects in the
material microstructure.

l

The comparison of the response of 90° specimen under compression-tension-compression loading
cycle with the predictions of the micromechanics model is given in Fig. 4.10. As in the loading cycle
discussed above, apparently lower initial yield stress and more plastic strain were also predicted by
the micromechanics model for this loading condition. Poor correlation between the experiment and
analysis was obtained for this loading path. It is noted that the trend of the kinematic hardening I

in the analysis is also evident in this case.

Comparing the analytical and experimental results described above, it is observed that good
agreement was obtained for the monotonic tension loading. For the tension-compression cyclic
results, fairly good correlation was obtained for l5° specimens, but poor for 90° specimens. The
discrepancy in the correlation could be caused by the following factors.

1. The end-constraint effects for off-axis specimens were not taken into account in the model.
This results in higher initial moduli observed in the experimental data in comparison with the
predictions of the analytical model.

2. The influence of secondary dissipative mechanisms observed in the experiment was not
considered in the analysis.
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3. Residual stresses induced in cooling process were not included in the analysis.

4. Material scatter in the experimental results.

Further discussion will be presented in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5 Discussion

Further discussion of the material response observed in the experiment and the correlation between
the experimental and analytical results are presented in the following.

Comparing the experimentally obtained elastic moduli of the l5° off·axis specimens with the
predictions of the transformation theory, it is observed that the end-constraint effects are significant.
The end constraints introduce an error in the determination of the measured elastic parameters
which results in higher apparent values of the elastic moduli than the values predicted by the
transformation theory. In correlating the end-constraint analysis, Pagano-Halpin model and FEM
analysis, with the experimental results, it has been demonstrated in Section 3.3.1.1 that no
quantitative agreement was obtained. The FEM analysis with the second boundary condition
which yields the most compliant clamping situation, gives the best predictions, but it still
overestimates the end-constraint effects. Due to the difficulty of modelling the actual boundary
conditions for the present specimen with low aspect ratio, quantitative corrections of the
experimental results obtained from low off-axis coniigurations cannot be easily obtained.

Comparing the cyclic tensile and compressive response of the l5° and 90° specimens in Fig. 3.3 and

Fig. 3.4 respectively, it is seen that significant hysteresis loops occur in compression for both
configurations. The tensile response is predorninantly elastoplastic, whereas the compressive
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response involves the mechanisms of plasticity and secondary dissipative phenomenon. The
secondary dissipative mechanisms are believed to be caused by the inherent defects in the material’s
microstructure. These defects are voids and weak interfaces between the individual wires_(see Fig.
2.7). In compression, the voids close up; thus resulting in the geometrical change of the material’s

microstructure. In addition, friction and slippage between the individual precursor wires may be
severe under this loading condition. In tension, on the other hand, the voids open up; thus less
friction and slippage takes place between the individual precursor wires. Therefore, more energy
loss and hysteresis phenomenon appear in compression. The hysteresis phenomenon is more
evident for the 90° specimens than the l5° specimens. In Fig. 5.1, it is seen that for the l5°
configuration, 622 appears to be a relatively small component of the stress state. Therefore, closing
of the voids is not so significant for this configuration. On the other hand, for the 90° configuration,
the material is subjected to transverse loading; thus the void closure tends to be severe for this

i

configuration. 2

Reviewing the experimental results outlined in Section 3.2, it is seen that for 90° specimens the
ultimate stress in tension and compression is significantly different. Referring to Fig. 2.7, it is
apparent that the poor interface between the adjacent wires and inherent voids exist in the material’s
structure. When the specimen is subjected to transverse tensile loading, it is very likely that the
interfacial bond is damaged. Hence, the specimen fails in a premature manner under tension. On
the other hand, when the specimen is subjected to compressive loading, the inherent voids tend to
deform and close up. This increases the density of the material and results in a much higher
ultimate stress and stiffer response in the nonlinear region in compression. For l5° off-axis
specimens, the difference between tensile and compressive strength was not so pronounced. It is
conjectured that since 622 is a relatively small component of the stress state for the l5°

configuration, the debonding of the weak interface is not so significant for this configuration.

From the experimental results at the different temperatures, it was observed that the initial yield

stress in tension increased with increase of temperature, while the magnitude of the initial yield
stress in compression decreased with increase of temperature. This phenomenon is believed to be
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due to thermally induced residual stresses caused by the mismatch of the coeflicient of thermal
expansion of the constituents. At low temperature, tensile residual stresses were induced in the

matrix, thus the yield stresses were translated down in the compression direction. On the other
hand, the yield stresses were translated up in the tension direction at high temperature.

In correlating analytical and experimental results, good agreement was obtained for monotonic
tension. For tension—compression cyclic loading, the correlation is fair for l5° specimens but poor
for 90° specimens. This is because the experimentally observed tensile response is dominated by

plasticity, thus the rnicromechanics analysis is applicable for monotonic tension. It is recalled that
I
the inherent voids of the material’s structure were not taken into account in the analysis. However,

the properties of the graphite liber and the nonlinear properties of the aluminum matrix were

backed out from the experimental results of the composite. Thus the influence of the voids has

been rellected in the backed-out data. For cyclic tension-compression loading, the model cannot

exclusively characterize the material response since relatively significant effects of the secondary p
dissipative mechanisms are exhibited in the experimental results. The discrepancy is more apparent ;1
for 90° specimens. It is believed that the secondary dissipative mechanisms resulting from the voids :
of the material’s microstructure are more severe for this configuration, since the material is subjected :
to transverse loading. ° _

EKinematic hardening effects were observed in the analytical predictions of the cyclic response. ,
These effects are caused by the geometrical constraint of the libers. In the compressive l

loading-unloading cycle, tensile residual stresses were induced in the matrix phase. Therefore, the E
subsequent yield stress was translated down ir1 the compression direction. On the other

hand,compressiveresidual stresses were induced in the matrix phase when the material was subjected to

tensile loading-unloading cycle. Thus, the subsequent yield stress was translated up in the tensiondirection. p
In the course of micromechanics analysis, accurate data for the in-situ properties of the constituents
is essential. For the present investigation, the properties of the graphite liber and nonlinear
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properties of the aluminum matrix were backed out from the test results of the composite.
However, due to the inherent defects of the material’s microstructure, the accuracy of the
backed·out data is questionable.

It has also been illustrated that thermal residual stresses have signiiicant influence on the initial yield
stress. Due to the dilliculty in determining the residual stresses resulting from the fabrication
processes for the present material system, the residual stresses were not included in the analysis.
It has been demonstrated that the initial yield stress was not well predicted, particularly for the 90°
specimens. The discrepancy between the experiment and analysis initial yielding might be caused
by the presence of residual stresses as well as the secondary dissipative mechanisms.

Comparing the microstructure of the material and the geometry of the rnicromechanics model, it
is seen that the particular arrangement of the material in its sandwich form and the resulting voids
are not taken into account in the present analysis. The experimental evidence indicates that this is
the major cause of the discrepancy between theory and experiment in situations where the
secondary mechanisms are operative (i.e. void closure and interfacial slippage). As has been
demonstrated in the case of boron/aluminum system [29], the response of the precursor wires may

be predicted with good accuracy by the model. Therefore, in order to accurately predict the
material behavior for the present Gr/Al, the geometry of the material’s microstructure, the sandwich
form and the resulting voids, needs to be modeled more realistically.
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Chapter 6 Conclusrons and Recommendatrons

V The present investigation of the response of unidirectional graphite/aluminum under

tension-compression cyclic loading leads to the following conclusions:

1. An experimental methodology and test fixture have been developed to conduct

tension-compression cyclic loading tests on unidirectional composites. The experimental

results indicate that for the employed specirnens with low aspect ratio, the test methodology

is applicable for 90° configuration. However, low off·axis configurations should be avoided

due to pronounced end-constraint effects and the resulting difficulty of modelling the actual

boundary conditions.

2. Poor wire-to-wire interface and inherent voids exist in the material under investigation.

3. The experimental results exhibit the following phenomena:

• The tensile response is dominated by plasticity, while the compressive response exhibits

apparent hysteresis phenomena which cannot be explained exclusively by classical

plasticity theory. This evidence strongly indicates that secondary dissipative mechanisms

along with plasticity effects are operative in compression.
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I• The secondary dissipative mechanisms are believed to be caused primarily by the void

closure and interfacial slippage between adjacent precursor wires.

• Rounding of the hysteresis loops at the reversal points and slope changes were observed

in the compressive response; thus the subsequent yield stress could not be defined.

• The hysteresis phenomenon in compressive response is more significant for the 90°

specimens than for the 15° specimens, since for 90° specimens the material is subjected to

transverse loading.

• For the 90° specimens, low tensile strength was observed, whereas relatively much higher

compressive strength was present. This is believed to be caused by the poor wire-to-wire .

interface and inhercnt voids.

• For the 90° specimens, under tension-compression·tension loading cycle, the tensile

strength was increased (compared with monotonic tension results) after plastic

deformation in compression.

• The initial yield stresses were translated up in the tension direction when the test
Itemperature was increased. This was caused by the change in the state of residual stresses
Iin each phase of the composite due to the temperature change. 1

4. In correlating the micromechanics analysis and experimental results, good agreement wasI

obtained for monotonic tension, and fairly good agreement was obtained for l5° specimensi I
under tension-compression cyclic loading. However, the correlation was poor for 90°

specimens under tension-compression cyclic loading. The influence of the secondary I
dissipative mechanisms (i.e. void closure and interfacial slippage) is suggested to be the major I
cause of discrepancy. I

I
The following recommendations for further study result from the present research. I

Chapter 6 Conclusions and Recommendations ll8



1. The most essential task is the improvement of the manufacture process. The inherent defects
and poor wire-to-wire interface have to be eliminated in the fabricating process.

2. Reliable data for the properties of P100-2K graphite liber should be generated in advance of _
correlating the micromechanics analysis and experimental results.

3. The actual in-situ properties of the constituents have to be determined more accurately.

4. The geometry of the model needs to be modified to simulate the actual arrangement of the
material microstructure for this particular material.

Chapter 6 Conclusions and Recommendations ll9
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loading at room temperature
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Figure A. I5. Poisson’s response of l5° specimens under compression—tension-compression cyclic
loading at room temperature
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Figure A. 16. Shear response of l5° specimens under compression-tension—compression cyclic loading
at room temperature
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at room temperature
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Figure A. I9. Longitudinal response of 90° specimens under compression-tension-compression cyclic
loading at room temperature
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Figure A. 20. Poisson’s response of 90° specimens under comprcssion-tension-compression cyclic
loading at room temperature
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Figure A. 2l. Longitudinal response of l5° specimens under tension-compression-tension cyclic loading
at 2S0°F
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Figure A. 22. Poisson’s response of 15° specimens under tension-compression-tension cyolic loading at250°F
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Figure A. 23. Shear response of l5° specimens under tension-compression-tension cyclic loading at250°F
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Figure A. 24. Longitudinal response of l5° specimens under compression·tension-compression cyclic
loading at 250°F
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Figure A. 25. Poisson’s response of l5° specimens under compression-tension-compression cyclic
loading at 250°F
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Figure A. 26. Shear response of l5° specimens under compression-tension-compression cyclic loading
at 250°F
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Figure A. 27. Longitudinal response of 90° specimens under tension-compression·tension cyclic loading
at 2S0°F
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Figure A. 28. P0isson’s response of 90° specimens under tension-compression·tension cyclic loading at
250°F
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Figure A. 29. Longitudinal response of 90° specimens under compression-tension-compression
cyclicloadingat250°FS
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Figure A. 30. Poisson’s response of 90° specimens under compression-tension-compression cyclic
loading at 250°F
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